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INTRODUCTION

Zip Water
Welcome to Zip Water, creator of the world's most advanced
drinking water solutions. Zip has been perfecting its product range
for over 70 years, utilising the latest in technology and design.
As well as its innovative range of filtered boiling, chilled and
sparkling drinking water systems, Zip also offers a range of hot
water solutions for a variety of applications.
Today, millions of people use Zip Water systems – both drinking
and hot water – in homes, workplaces, hospitals, schools and
industrial buildings in over 70 countries around the world.
Zip’s high performing product ranges have been designed with
longevity in mind. With only the highest quality, most robust
products tested to rigorous manufacturing standards, you can
trust in the durability of every single system produced.
The first and last word in drinking water systems, Zip sets the
pace in time saving, energy efficient, water conserving and user
safe technology.
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WHY ZIP?

HydroCare
All Zip systems are backed by a full warranty with the additional option
of HydroCare, a service and maintenance plan offering comprehensive
support after installation. Zip's HydroCare and HydroCare Plus plans
can be tailored to meet your exact needs, ensuring products continue
performing to the best of their ability throughout their lifetime.
Zip has the largest growing service fleet in the industry, with over
90 fully trained, directly-employed engineers across the UK and
Ireland to provide a prompt and efficient service. Zip also offer free
commissioning for the HydroTap and HydroChill.
Wide range
From the HydroTap’s leading filtration to the InLine’s instantaneous
bare wire heating technology, Zip’s comprehensive range of water
delivery products offer the perfect solution for all environments.
Recognised for innovation worldwide, Zip have used their prevailing
expertise and advanced technology to create a product range that’s
not only of the highest-quality, but is safe, energy efficient and easy
to use.
Energy efficient technology
Setting the pace in time saving, energy saving, water conserving
and user safe technology, Zip’s water systems are some of the
highest-quality on the market.

Why Zip?
From the world’s most advanced drinking
water system to innovative and efficient hot
water solutions, Zip’s reputation in the water
market is second to none. World-leading
products, cutting-edge energy efficient
technology, expert service and a trusted track
record across the globe, mean you can be
confident when choosing a Zip Water solution.
7 / Introduction Why Zip?

Leading the way in both performance and functionality, the
extensive product range operates using cutting-edge energy saving
technology to reduce power consumption and improve energy
efficiency, giving you the opportunity to positively impact the planet.
Zip portal
No matter the product or specification, the Zip portal gives you
access to a full resource library at your fingertips. Featuring everything
you need in one place, Zip’s portal allows you to search, select and
download BIM files, specification sheets, product literature and more.

Visit

specify.zipwater.co.uk
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Zip HydroCare

F I LT R AT I O N

Accreditations
and approvals
WRAS
The purpose of WRAS is to contribute to the protection of public health by
preventing contamination of public water supplies and encouraging the efficient
use of water by promoting and facilitating compliance with the Water Supply
(Water Fittings) Regulations and Byelaws in Scotland. This is why Zip believe it is
an important accreditation to hold.
CE
All Zip Water UK systems have been fully tested and comply with EU safety,
health and environmental requirements.

Importance of filtration
It’s becoming well-known that contamination, in different forms,
is present in almost all water sources around the world.
Zip's advanced 0.2 micron MicroPurity filtration works to remove
contaminants and impurities to positively impact the health and
wellbeing of users. Offering 25 times more effective filtration than
a standard water filter jug, the HydroTap is the best of any instant
filtered water tap in the world.
Unlike traditional carbon blocks, Zip’s premium filters combine
carbon and sediment blocks into one cartridge. They not only
remove dirt, bacteria, microplastics and other contaminants
larger than 0.2 micron from the water, but also up to 97% of
chlorine and 99.9% of microbiological cysts, if present.

NSF
The 0.2 micron MicroPurity filtration used in Zip's range of HydroTaps has been
tested and approved as according to NSF/ANSI Standards 42 and 53 which helps
towards achieving the WELL Standard.
WELL
The WELL Building Standard® is a performance-based system for measuring, certifying
and monitoring features of the built environment that impact human health and
wellbeing, through air, water, nourishment, light, fitness, comfort and mind. Zip’s
market leading filtration systems help towards achieving this important standard.
Equality Act compliant
Whether refurbishment or new build, architects, contractors and facilities managers
are expected to ensure high quality disabled access, no matter the size of the
business. We offer systems and accessories that comply with The Equality Act
2010, Building Regulations Document Part M, BS8300 and the National Planning
Framework. Speak to the experts at Zip for best practice recommendations.
RoHS compliant
All materials involved in Zip HydroTap manufacture comply with the European
Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive 2011/65/EC.

93%

x22

1,769

93% of bottled
water shows signs
of microplastic
contamination.

Bottled water
contains 22 times
more microplastics
than tap water
on average.

A typical person
could be consuming
1,769 micoplastic
particles from water
alone each week.

(BBC News)

(The Guardian)

(Evening Standard)
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BREEAM compliant
An increasing number of UK construction projects are being considered
for BREEAM accreditation. BREEAM (The Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method) is the world’s longest established method
of assessing, rating and certifying the sustainability of buildings. Zip drinking
water systems can contribute towards achieving BREEAM points in both the
Energy and Health and Wellbeing sections.
Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
An EPD is an ISO standardised tool to communicate the sustainability of a
product or system. Voluntarily developed, it contains quality-assured and
comparable information regarding the environmental performance of products.
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Zip HydroCare

HYDROCARE

HydroCare™
HydroCare is a simple and effective service plan that provides
pure tasting water for the lifetime of Zip drinking water systems.
Zip’s HydroCare service plans offer a flexible way to care
for a HydroTap, HydroBoil or HydroChill system.
HydroCare includes filter replacements, sanitisation, on site 		
parts and labour, unlimited call-outs, an annual inspection, 		
pre-scheduled planned services, refrigeration guarantee*
(where applicable), system replacement and priority response.
For areas where water quality is a concern, Zip offer
HydroCare Plus, which includes everything mentioned 		
above with the addition of tailored limescale management.

90+
Fully trained,
directly employed
engineers across
the UK and Ireland

HydroCare service plans can be tailored to meet all
requirements, so if there are specific needs, such as 		
servicing for high volume use or multiple drinking water
systems – or even servicing non-Zip products – speak
to the team at Zip. Whatever the needs are, Zip can arrange
a HydroCare plan to meet them.
Zip have a fleet of over 90 fully trained, directly employed 		
engineers across the UK and Ireland. They have the largest
support network in the industry, meaning they are able to
offer flexible appointment times and respond quickly to
customer requirements.
The cost of HydroCare varies depending on the choice
of service plan, need and product. Zip also offer one-off 		
maintenance calls and installation. Please contact Zip on 		
0345 6 005 005 for a quote.

11 / Introduction HydroCare

*T&C's apply
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Zip HydroTap

Zip HydroTap

SMART.
SUSTAINABLE.
TECHNOLOGY.

Zip HydroTap
Functions
The HydroTap G4 offers a variety of combinations for filtered
boiling, chilled and sparkling drinking water, with selected models
such as the All-in-One also featuring an integrated mixer tap to
provide unfiltered hot and cold water. Please see the full product
range for more information.
Finishes
While our Standard finish options are anything but standard, we
know that the demand for a greater range of tap finishes has
never been higher.
That’s why alongside our Standard finishes - bright chrome, brushed
chrome and matt black - our Platinum range of finishes feature an
additional four trend-led choices. So whether you’re looking to specify
a luxurious brushed gold, an industrial gunmetal grey, an elegant
brushed rose gold or a contemporary brushed nickel, you can now
choose a HydroTap that will match seamlessly with any interior style.
Standard range

Zip HydroTap
G4 range

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT
BLACK

Platinum range*

The Zip HydroTap G4 is the world’s most
advanced drinking water system.
The Zip HydroTap G4 combines state-of-the-art technology,
MicroPurity filtration and stunning design to create the world’s
most advanced drinking water system. With the widest choice of
water options on the market, you can choose from pure tasting
instant filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling water, or all three.

13 / Zip HydroTap G4 range

Z5

Z7

Z9

Z11

BRUSHED BRUSHED GUNMETAL BRUSHED
ROSE GOLD
GOLD
NICKEL

* 12 week lead time for Platinum finishes. Please note that the colours are a plated finish.
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Zip HydroTap

Zip HydroTap

Zip HydroTap
technology

Zip HydroTap
sustainability

Superior technology conserves water while
saving time and energy

Positively impacting the environment

Responsible manufacturing
Organisational dedication to sustainability.

Power-Pulse™ energy saving technology
Reduces power consumption by allowing the system
to regulate its power during periods of heating. This
saves energy while maintaining the tightest possible
temperature control.
Automatically calculates boiling point
Because boiling point varies by altitude, the Zip
HydroTap pinpoints the boiling point during installation
and calibrates to ensure optimum delivery.
Sleeps when inactive
The HydroTap can be pre-set to power down after two
hours of non-use, but will still retain stored water at an
energy saving 68°C, or can also be set to hibernate (power
off completely). The system quickly recovers to the preset
boiling temperature upon further draw-off. The HydroTap
also features a lux sensor that automatically puts the
command centre to sleep when lights go out at night. It will
wake up again as light levels increase in the morning.
Cuts down water wastage
The low energy air-cooled system, with inbuilt crossventilation, eliminates the need for water in the cooling
process, making it a great choice for the environmentally
conscious.

15 / Zip HydroTap technology

Low impact design
Complies with RoHS EU Directive 2011/65/EC, restricting
the amount of hazardous substances that can be used in
the manufacture of electronic equipment.
EPD

World-class environmental credentials
Providing a transparent product lifecycle impact. If
you would like a copy of our Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD) please contact us.
Innovative air-cooled ventilation system
Eliminates the need for water in the cooling process.
Smart energy saving modes
Including auto-sleep functions and programmable
timed control.
Advanced energy management system
Reducing power consumption by up to 30%
compared to previous models.
Eliminates the need for bottled water
Decreasing your environmental impact.
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Zip HydroTap

General information

Zip HydroTap

Zip HydroTap range

Control panel
Located on the under-counter command centre for programming
sleep mode, timer, water temperature and water delivery.
Filtration system
Market-leading 0.2 micron filtration, 25 times better than a standard
water filter jug.
Safety features
Electronic safety control

HydroTap
Classic

HydroTap
3-in-1, 4-in-1 & 5-in-1

HydroTap All-in-One
Classic

HydroTap Industrial
Top & Side Touch

HydroTap
Arc

HydroTap
Celsius Arc

Boiling isolation mode for secure use
Pin-code protection
Mixer taps
Mixer taps are available in either vented or mains versions. Vented mixer
taps provide hot water at 50°C* for washing up from the HydroTap,
so a hot water feed is not necessary. Mains mixer taps require a separate
hot and cold water supply. Please see page 27 for the HydroTap 3-in-1,
4-in-1 and 5-in-1 or page 46 for the HydroTap Arc mixer tap range.
*Based on 12°C incoming supply, boiling set point and flow rate.

Plumbing
The water supply must be wholesome. Minimum static pressure
requirement is 1.7 bar for boiling, boiling chilled and chilled models,
2.0 bar for vented mixers and products with limescale filtration and
2.5 bar for all sparkling products. If static pressure exceeds 5 bar, a
pressure reducing valve must be fitted. A 15mm isolation valve should
be installed between the water supply and the HydroTap.
Ventilation
The cupboard housing the command centre must be amply
ventilated as per the installation manual.
Electrical
Connect to a 13 amp socket. If a booster system is used it must be
connected to a separate 13 amp power supply. Installation must
comply with current IEE regulations. A 1.8 metre power cable is
provided, with moulded plug on the command centre.
17 / Zip HydroTap general information

HydroTap
All-in-One Arc

Product table key
Zip HydroTap water options:
BCS

Filtered Boiling | Chilled | Sparkling

B

Filtered Boiling

BC

Filtered Boiling | Chilled

CS

Filtered Chilled | Sparkling

BA

Filtered Boiling | Ambient

C

Filtered Chilled
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Zip HydroTap

Zip HydroTap

Features and benefits

Chilling system

•

•

Fan-cooled condenser type, factory set to
operate at 3-5°C for chilled sparkling products.

•
•

Chilled flow rate 4.0 l/min.

•

Refrigerant R134A.

•

•

•
AVA I L A B L E W I T H AC C E S S I B I L I T Y L E V E R S A N D B R A I L L E C OV E R S .
SEE PAGE 46 FOR MORE .

Zip HydroTap Classic

Market leading 0.2 micron filtration
technology, providing 25 times more
effective filtration than a standard water
filter jug.
Simple to operate with unique safety
features including boiling isolation, cool
touch tap and safety lock.
Power-Pulse™ technology reduces power
consumption by allowing the system to
regulate its power during periods of
heating. This saves energy while
maintaining the tightest possible
temperature control.
Boiling water can be isolated, if needed,
during periods when the HydroTap is
unattended via the command centre.

•

Can be set to sleep or power off after two
hours of non-use.

•

Energy efficient features such as a lux
sensor and programmable timer help to
conserve energy during periods of low or
non-usage.

•
Filtered Boiling | Chilled | Sparkling

HT1760UK and HT1762UK can be upgraded,
retrospectively, if additional boiling water
capacity is required by installing the G4
booster ZT011.

Product code

HT1760UK

HT1761UK

HT1762UK

HT1763UK

Water options

BCS

BCS

BCS

BCS

Users

20

40

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

100

140

160

240

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

75

75

175

175

Sparkling glasses
per hr @ 200ml

75

75

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.13

2.13 + 2.2*

2.3

2.3 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

338 x 461 x 335

338 x 461 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

Sparkling flow rate 1.3-1.8 l/min.

Tap operation

•

Press red lever for boiling water, however,
if safety interlock is activated, press red lever
and cover safety sensor at the same time.

•

Press blue lever for filtered chilled water.

•

Press both red and blue levers together for
filtered sparkling water.

•

Lift either lever to run water for any preset
period of 5 to 15 seconds.

Finishes
The HydroTap Classic is available
in three finishes:

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT
BLACK

Matching fonts are also available.

Warranty

Boiling system

•

Open outlet, vented system; factory
set to operate at 98°C.

•
•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.
Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

This product comes with a two year parts and
labour and a five year boiling tank warranty.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Under-counter Zip command centre

Chilled and sparkling are a combined output.
* These Zip HydroTap G4 models are installed with a 2.2kW, externally mounted,
G4 booster and must be connected to two separate 13 amp power supplies.
** Dimensions relate to the command centre.
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HT1760UK & HT1761UK

HT1762UK & HT1763UK

HydroTap Classic can
be installed over sink
or optional font.
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Zip HydroTap

Zip HydroTap

Features and benefits

Tap operation

•

Market leading 0.2 micron filtration
technology, providing 25 times more
effective filtration than a standard water
filter jug.

•

Press red lever for boiling water, however, if
safety interlock is activated, press red lever
and cover safety sensor at the same time.

•

Simple to operate with unique safety
features including boiling isolation, cool
touch tap and safety lock.

•

Press blue lever for filtered chilled water.

•

Lift either lever to run water for any preset

•

•
AVA I L A B L E W I T H AC C E S S I B I L I T Y L E V E R S A N D B R A I L L E C OV E R S .
SEE PAGE 46 FOR MORE .

•
•

Zip HydroTap Classic
HT1764UK

HT1799UK

HT1704UK

HT1705UK

Water options

BC

BC

BC

BC

Users

20

40

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

100

140

160

240

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

75

75

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.15

2.15 + 2.2*

2.2

2.2 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

280 x 470 x 335

280 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

Boiling water can be isolated, if needed,
during periods when the HydroTap is
unattended via the command centre.
Can be set to sleep or power off after two
hours of non-use.
Energy efficient features such as a lux
sensor and programmable timer help to
conserve energy during periods of low or
non-usage.

•

HT1764UK and HT1704UK can be upgraded,
retrospectively, if additional boiling water
capacity is required by installing the G4
booster ZT011.

•

Can be mounted at the sink or on the
optional font and drain.

Filtered Boiling | Chilled

Product code

Power-Pulse™ technology reduces power
consumption by allowing the system
to regulate its power during periods of
heating. This saves energy while
maintaining the tightest possible
temperature control.

Warranty
This product comes with a two year parts and
labour and a five year boiling tank warranty.

period of 5 to 15 seconds.

Boiling system

•

Open outlet, vented system; factory
set to operate at 98°C.

•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

•

Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

Chilling system

•

Fan-cooled condenser type,
factory set to operate at 6-10°C.

•

Chilled flow rate 3.0-4.0 l/min.

•

Refrigerant R134A.

Finishes
The HydroTap Classic is available in three finishes:

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT
BLACK

Matching fonts are also available.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Under-counter Zip command centre

* These Zip HydroTap G4 models are installed with a 2.2kW, externally mounted, G4 booster 		
and must be connected to two separate 13 amp power supplies.
** Dimensions relate to the command centre.
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HT1764UK & HT1799UK

HT1704UK & HT1705UK

HydroTap Classic can be installed
over sink or optional font.
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Zip HydroTap

Zip HydroTap

Features and benefits

Tap operation

•

Market leading 0.2 micron filtration
technology, providing 25 times more
effective filtration than a standard water
filter jug.

•

Press red lever for boiling water, however, if
safety interlock is activated, press red lever
and cover safety sensor at the same time.

•

•

Simple to operate with unique safety
features including boiling isolation, cool
touch tap and safety lock.

For boiling ambient models press right hand
blue lever for filtered ambient water.

•

•

Power-Pulse™ technology reduces power
consumption by allowing the system to
regulate its power during periods of
heating. This saves energy while maintaining
the tightest possible temperature control.

Lift either lever to run water for any preset
period of 5 to 15 seconds.

•
AVA I L A B L E W I T H AC C E S S I B I L I T Y L E V E R S A N D B R A I L L E C OV E R S .
SEE PAGE 46 FOR MORE .

Zip HydroTap Classic
Filtered:
Boiling
Ambient

Filtered:
Boiling

Boiling water can be isolated, if needed,
during periods when the HydroTap is
unattended via the command centre.

HT1709UK

HT1706UK

HT1707UK

Water options

BA

BA

B

B

Users

60

100

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

160

240

160

240

Power rating
kW @ 230V

1.9

1.9 + 2.2*

1.9

1.9 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

280 x 313 x 335

280 x 313 x 335

280 x 313 x 335

280 x 313 x 335

Open outlet, vented system; factory set
to operate at 98°C.

•
•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.
Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

Finishes
The HydroTap Classic is available
in three finishes:

Can be set to sleep or power off after two
hours of non-use.

•

Energy efficient features such as a lux sensor
and programmable timer help to conserve
energy during periods of low or non-usage.

•

HT1708UK and HT1706UK can be upgraded,
retrospectively, if additional boiling water
capacity is required by installing the G4
booster ZT011.

Matching fonts are also available.

Can be mounted at the sink or on the
optional font and drain.

This product comes with a two year parts and
labour and a five year boiling tank warranty.

Ambient supply
HT1708UK

•

•

•

Product code

Boiling system

Free-flow, mains pressure, at ambient
cupboard temperature.

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT
BLACK

Warranty

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Under-counter Zip command centre

'Ambient' describes the temperature of the water where there is no additional heating or
chilling to the incoming cold water supply.
* These Zip HydroTap G4 models are installed with a 2.2kW, externally mounted, G4 booster 		
and must be connected to two separate 13 amp power supplies.
** Dimensions relate to the command centre.
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HT1706UK & HT1707UK

HT1708UK & HT1709UK

HydroTap Classic can be installed
over sink or optional font.
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Zip HydroTap

Zip HydroTap

Product code

HT1765UK

HT1711UK

Water options

CS

C

Users

100

100

Chilled glasses per hr @ 200ml

175

175

Sparkling glasses per hr @ 200ml

175

-

Power rating kW @ 230V

0.45

0.3

W x D x H*
(mm)

336 x 476 x 335

336 x 476 x 335

Chilled and sparkling are a combined output.
* Dimensions relate to the command centre.

Features and benefits

Chilling system

•

Provides filtered chilled or filtered chilled
and sparkling water instantly.

•

Fan-cooled condenser type, factory set to
operate at 3-5°C for chilled sparkling products.

•

No need for expensive and environmentally
damaging bottled water.

•

Chilled flow rate 4.0 l/min.

•

Sparkling flow rate 1.3-1.8 l/min.

•

No need to store and handle bottled water.

•

Refrigerant R134A.

•

Innovative air cooled ventilation system
eliminates the need for water in the
cooling process.

•

AVA I L A B L E W I T H AC C E S S I B I L I T Y L E V E R S A N D B R A I L L E C OV E R S .
SEE PAGE 46 FOR MORE .

•

Filtered:
Chilled
Sparkling

Filtered:
Chilled

HydroTap Classic can be installed over
sink or optional font.
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The HydroTap Classic is available
in three finishes:

Market leading 0.2 micron filtration
technology, providing 25 times more
effective filtration than a standard water
filter jug.
Can be mounted at the sink or on the
optional font and drain.

Warranty

Zip HydroTap Classic

Finishes

This product comes with a two year parts
and labour warranty.

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT
BLACK

Matching fonts are also available.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Under-counter Zip command centre

HT1765UK & HT1711UK
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Zip HydroTap

Zip HydroTap

4-in-1 models

AVA I L A B L E W I T H AC C E S S I B I L I T Y L E V E R S A N D B R A I L L E C OV E R S .
SEE PAGE 46 FOR MORE .

Zip HydroTap
3-in-1, 4-in-1 & 5-in-1
A choice of filtered water with additional unfiltered
hot & cold water from a separate Classic mixer tap
Filtered:
Boiling
Chilled
Sparkling

Filtered:
Boiling
Chilled

Filtered:
Boiling
Ambient

Filtered:
Boiling

Product code

HT1731UK

HT1732UK

HT1723UK

HT1724UK

Water options

BA

BA

BC

BC

Users

60

100

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

160

240

160

240

Chilled cups per
hr @ 200ml

-

-

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

1.9

1.9 + 2.2*

2.2

2.2 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

280 x 313 x 335

280 x 313 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

Features and benefits
Offers all the advantages of a
HydroTap Classic plus these
additional benefits:

•

Provides hot water at 50°C* to the mixer
tap (supplied) and either boiling, chilled
and sparkling (5-in-1), or boiling and
chilled or boiling or ambient (4-in-1), or
boiling only (3-in-1) to the HydroTap.

•
•

Saves the cost of a separate hot water supply.

Plus unfiltered:
Hot & cold

Saves space.
*Dependent on flow rate, incoming
temperature and usage profile.

5-in-1 and 3-in-1 models

Boiling system

Product code

HT1775UK

HT1776UK

HT1737UK

HT1738UK

Water options

BCS

BCS

B

B

Users

60

100

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

160

240

160

240

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

175

175

-

-

•

Open outlet, vented system; factory set
to operate at 98°C.

•
•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.
Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

Chilling system

Sparkling glasses
per hr @ 200ml

175

175

-

-

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.3

2.3 + 2.2*

1.9

1.9 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

280 x 313 x 335

280 x 313 x 335

•

Fan-cooled condenser type, factory set to
operate at 3-5°C for chilled sparkling
products and 6-10°C for chilled products only.

•

Chilled flow rate 4.0 l/min.

•

Sparkling flow rate 1.3-1.8 l/min.

•

Refrigerant R134A.

Warranty
This product comes with a two year parts and
labour and a five year boiling tank warranty.

Finishes
The HydroTap 3-in-1, 4-in-1 & 5-in-1 is
available in our standard bright chrome finish:

BRIGHT
CHROME

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk
5-in-1
Provides filtered boiling, chilled and
sparkling water delivered through
the HydroTap as well as unfiltered
hot and cold through the mixer tap.
4-in-1
Provides filtered boiling and chilled or
boiling and ambient water delivered
through the HydroTap as well as
unfiltered hot and cold through the
mixer tap.

Mixer flow

3-in-1

Chilled and sparkling are a combined output. Vented - requires cold feed only.

The mixer tap will deliver up to 5 ltr/min,
ideal for rinsing cups and hand-washing.

* These Zip HydroTap G4 models are installed with a 2.2kW, externally mounted G4 booster 		
and must be connected to two separate 13 amp power supplies.

Mixer tap style

** Dimensions relate to the command centre.

The mixer tap is available in Classic style only.

Provides filtered boiling water
delivered through the HydroTap
as well as unfiltered hot and cold
through the mixer tap.
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Zip HydroTap
All-in-One Classic
Filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling water plus
unfiltered hot & cold water – all from one tap
Filtered:
Boiling
Chilled
Sparkling

Filtered:
Boiling
Chilled

Plus unfiltered:
Hot & cold

Features and benefits
Offers all the advantages of a
HydroTap Classic plus these
additional benefits:

Boiling system

•

Replaces mixer taps to declutter and
simplify kitchen design.

•

Vented systems save space, cost and
energy by eliminating the need for a
separate hot water supply.

•

Fan-cooled condenser type, factory set
to operate at 3-5°C for chilled sparkling
products and 6-10°C for chilled products only.

•

Separate drinking water controls
for convenience and safety.

•

Chilled flow rate 4.0 l/min.

•

Sparkling flow rate 1.3-1.8 l/min.

•

Vented and mains systems available.

Open outlet, vented system; factory set to
operate at 98°C.

•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

•

Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

Chilling system

• Refrigerant R134A.

Finishes
The HydroTap All-in-One Classic is
available in these three finishes:

BRIGHT
CHROME

•

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT
BLACK

Mixer flow
The mixer will deliver up to 5l/min.

Spout
Long reach spout swings through 140°
to make washing up easier.

Warranty
This product comes with a two year parts and
labour and a five year boiling tank warranty.

HydroTap All-in-One
Classic can be installed
over sink only.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

AVA I L A B L E W I T H AC C E S S I B I L I T Y L E V E R S A N D B R A I L L E C OV E R S .
SEE PAGE 46 FOR MORE .
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Option 2
Filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling water, with vented mixer tap. Requires cold water feed only.
Product code

HT1770UK

HT1771UK

HT1772UK

Water options

BCS

BCS

BCS

Users

40

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

140

160

240

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

75

175

175

Sparkling glasses
per hr @ 200ml

75

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.13 + 2.2*

2.3

2.3 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

338 x 461 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

Option 3
Filtered boiling and chilled water, with mains mixer tap. Requires hot and cold water feed.

Option 1
Filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling water, with mains mixer tap. Requires hot and cold water feed.
Product code

HT1766UK

HT1767UK

HT1768UK

HT1769UK

Water options

BCS

BCS

BCS

BCS

Users

20

40

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

100

140

160

240

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

75

75

175

175

Sparkling glasses
per hr @ 200ml

75

75

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.13

2.13 + 2.2*

2.3

W x D x H**
(mm)

338 x 461 x 335

338 x 461 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

HT1774UK

HT1713UK

HT1714UK

Water options

BC

BC

BC

BC

Users

20

40

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

100

140

160

240

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

75

75

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.15

2.15 + 2.2*

2.2

2.2 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

280 x 470 x 335

280 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

Option 4
Filtered boiling and chilled, with vented mixer tap. Requires cold water feed only.
HT1715UK

HT1716UK

Water options

BC

BC

BC

Users

40

60

100

2.3 + 2.2*

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

140

160

240

450 x 470 x 335

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

75

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.15 + 2.2*

2.2

2.2 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

280 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

* These Zip HydroTap G4 models are installed with a 2.2kW, externally mounted G4 booster
and must be connected to two separate 13 amp power supplies.
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HT1773UK

Product code

Chilled and sparkling are a combined output.

** Dimensions relate to the command centre.

Product code

HT1717UK
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Features and benefits
Offers all the advantages of a
HydroTap Classic plus these
additional benefits:

Chilling system

•

Super strong tapered shank anchor
(side touch models).

•

Damage-resistant side or top
touch buttons.

Finishes

•

Three-button with safety lock.

•

Up to 240 boiling cups per hour.

•

Up to 175 chilled glasses per hour.

•

Side touch variant (primarily for use in high
security locations, such as prisons has a high
strength vandal resistant tapered base which
fastens to an undersink clamp block with a
reinforcing spine.

•

Fan-cooled condenser type,
factory set to operate at 6-10°C.

•

Chilled flow rate 4.0 l/min.

•

Refrigerant R134A.

The HydroTap Industrial is available in
our standard bright chrome finish:

BRIGHT
CHROME

Warranty
This product comes with a two year
parts and labour and a five year boiling
tank warranty.

Boiling system

•

Open outlet, vented system; factory
set to operate at 98°C.

•
•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

Side touch models

Zip HydroTap
Industrial
Heavy duty designs for industrial
environments and institutions
Filtered:
Boiling
Chilled

Top touch models

Product code

HT1744UK

HT1745UK

HT1747UK

HT1748UK

Water options

BC

BC

BC

BC

Users

60

100

60

100

Boiling cups per
hr @ 167ml

160

240

160

240

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

175

175

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.2

2.2 + 2.2*

2.2

2.2 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

HydroTap Industrial Top Touch and
Side Touch can be installed over sink
or optional font.

33 / Zip HydroTap Industrial
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Features and benefits
Offers all the advantages of a
HydroTap Industrial plus these
additional benefits:

•
•

Chilling system

Users can operate the HydroTap from the

•
•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.
Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

Installation

Large convex buttons provide ease of use

The remote control install kit allows both
counter top or vertical panel mounting to
provide easy access for wheelchair users.

Bright, illuminated fascia panels aid visually

Finishes

impaired users.

•

Open outlet, vented system; factory set to
operate at 98°C.

tap itself and also from the remote control.

for those with limited dexterity.

•

•

The HydroTap Industrial is available in our
standard bright chrome finish:

Two fascias are provided with the install kit,
giving users a choice to contrast with light
or dark panel installs.

Operation

•
•

Press the left button for boiling water.

BRIGHT
CHROME

Press the right button for chilled water.

Warranty

Boiling system

Zip HydroTap
Industrial Top Touch
With disability friendly controller
The HydroTap Industrial Top Touch is available
with a remote control for visually impaired and
wheelchair users.

Filtered:
Boiling
Chilled

This product comes with a two year parts and
labour and five year boiling tank warranty.

•

Open outlet, vented system; factory
set to operate at 98°C.

•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

•

Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Product code

HT1747DUK

HT1748DUK

Water options

BC

BC

Users

60

100

Boiling cups per hr @ 167ml

160

240

Chilled glasses per hr @ 200ml

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.2

2.2 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

* These Zip HydroTap G4 models are installed with a 2.2kW, externally mounted G4 booster
and must be connected to two separate 13 amp power supplies.
** Dimensions relate to the command centre.

HydroTap Industrial Top Touch can
be installed over sink or optional font.

35 / Zip HydroTap disability friendly controller
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Features and benefits
Market leading 0.2 micron filtration
technology, providing 25 times more
effective filtration than a standard water
filter jug.

•

Open outlet, vented system; factory
set to operate at 98°C.

•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

•

Simple to operate with unique safety
features including a cool touch tap and
electronic safety lock.

•

Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

•

Power-Pulse™ technology reduces
power consumption by allowing the
system to regulate its power during periods
of heating. This saves energy while
maintaining the tightest possible
temperature control.

•

Boiling water can be isolated, if needed,
during periods when the HydroTap is
unattended via the command centre.

•

Can be set to sleep or power off after two
hours of non-use.

•

Energy efficient features such as a lux
sensor and programmable timer help to
conserve energy during periods of low or
non-usage.

•

•

Two height and multiple angle options
available. The tap can be set up for left or
right handed operation at the time
of installation.
Can be mounted at the sink or on the
optional font and drain.

Tap operation

•

Zip HydroTap
Arc
Filtered:
Boiling
Chilled
Sparkling

Filtered:
Boiling
Chilled

37 / Zip HydroTap Arc

Boiling system

•

Press the select button until it turns red for
boiling water, however, if safety interlock is
activated, tap the safety sensor twice
before dispensing.

Chilling system

•

Fan-cooled condenser type, factory
set to operate at 3-5°C for chilled sparkling
products and 6-10°C for chilled products only.

•

Chilled flow rate 4.0 l/min.

•

Sparkling flow rate 1.3-1.8 l/min.

•

Refrigerant R134A.

Finishes
The HydroTap Arc is available in three
standard tap finishes:

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z1

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT
BLACK

The HydroTap Arc is also available in
our Platinum range*:

Z5

Z7

Z9

Z11

BRUSHED BRUSHED GUNMETAL BRUSHED
ROSE GOLD
GOLD
NICKEL

* 12 week lead time for Platinum finishes.
Please note that the colours are a plated finish.

•

Press the select button until it turns blue
for filtered chilled water.

Warranty

•

Press the select button until it turns white
for filtered sparkling water.

This product comes with a two year parts
and labour and a five year boiling tank warranty.

•

To run water hands-free twist the handle
forwards, or to only dispense a required
amount, twist the handle backwards.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Filtered:
Boiling
HydroTap Arc can be installed
over sink or optional font.
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Zip HydroTap G4 Arc boiling, chilled, sparkling.
Product code

HT2762UK

HT2763UK

Water options

BCS

BCS

Users

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

160

240

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

175

175

Sparkling glasses
per hr @ 200ml

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.3

2.3 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

Zip HydroTap G4 Arc boiling, chilled.
Product code

HT2704UK

HT2705UK

Water options

BC

BC

Users

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

160

240

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

175

175

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.2

2.2 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

HT2706UK

HT2707UK

Zip HydroTap G4 Arc boiling.
Product code
Water options

B

B

Users

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

160

240

Power rating
kW @ 230V

1.9

1.9 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

280 x 313 x 335

280 x 313 x 335

Chilled and sparkling are a combined output.
* These Zip HydroTap G4 models are installed with a 2.2kW, externally mounted G4 booster
and must be connected to two separate 13 amp power supplies.
** Dimensions relate to the command centre.
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Features and benefits

Boiling system

•

•

Open outlet, vented system; factory
set to operate at 98°C.

•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

•

Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

•

•

Market leading 0.2 micron filtration
technology, providing 25 times more
effective filtration than a standard water
filter jug.
Simple to operate with unique safety
features including a cool touch tap and
electronic safety lock.

Finishes
The HydroTap Celsius Arc is available in three
standard tap finishes:

Power-PulseTM technology reduces
power consumption by allowing the
system to regulate its power during
periods of heating. This saves energy
while maintaining the tightest possible
temperature control.

BRIGHT
CHROME

•

Boiling water can be isolated, if needed,
during periods when the HydroTap is
unattended via the command centre.

•

Can be set to sleep or power off after two
hours of non-use.

•

Energy efficient features such as a lux
sensor and programmable timer help to
conserve energy during periods of low or
non-usage.

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT
BLACK

The HydroTap Celsius Arc is also available in
our Platinum range*:

Z5

Z7

Z9

Z11

BRUSHED BRUSHED GUNMETAL BRUSHED
ROSE GOLD
GOLD
NICKEL

* 12 week lead time for Platinum finishes. Please
note that the colours are a plated finish.

Tap operation

Zip HydroTap
Celsius Arc

Z1

Warranty

•

Turn the left handle for filtered boiling
water, however, if safety interlock
is activated, tap the safety sensor twice
before dispensing.

•

To run the unfiltered hot and cold water
use the right handle to dispense.

This product comes with a two year parts
and labour and a five year boiling tank warranty.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Product code

MT2706UK

MT2707UK

Water options

B

B

Users

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

160

240

Power rating
kW @ 230V

1.9

1.9 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

280 x 313 x 335

280 x 313 x 335

* These Zip HydroTap G4 models are installed with a 2.2kW, externally mounted G4 booster
and must be connected to two separate 13 amp power supplies.

Filtered:
Boiling

Plus unfiltered:
Hot & cold

41 / Zip HydroTap Celsius Arc

** Dimensions relate to the command centre.
HydroTap Celsius Arc can be
installed over sink only.
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Features and benefits

•

•

Simple to operate with unique safety
features including a cool touch tap and
electronic safety lock.

•

Power-PulseTM technology reduces power
consumption by allowing the system to
regulate its power during periods of heating.
This saves energy while maintaining the
tightest possible temperature control.

•

Zip HydroTap
All-in-One Arc
Filtered:
Boiling
Chilled
Sparkling

Filtered:
Boiling
Chilled

Plus unfiltered:
Hot & cold

Spout

The HydroTap All-in-One Arc is
available in three standard tap finishes:

Long reach spout swings through 140°
to make washing up easier.

BRIGHT
CHROME

Z3

BRUSHED
CHROME

MATT
BLACK

The HydroTap All-in-One Arc
is also available in our Platinum range*:

Z5

Z7

Z9

Press the select button until it turns blue
for filtered chilled water.

•

Press the select button until it turns white
for filtered sparkling water.

•

To run water hands-free twist the handle
forwards, or to only dispense a required
amount, twist the handle backwards.

Boiling system

•
•
•

Open outlet, vented system; factory set
to operate at 98°C.
Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.
Flow rate 4.0 l/min.

Chilling system

Boiling water can be isolated, if needed,
during periods when the HydroTap is
unattended via the command centre.

•

Can be set to sleep or power off after two
hours of non-use.

•

Energy efficient features such as a lux
sensor and programmable timer help to
conserve energy during periods of low or
non-usage.

•

Fan-cooled condenser type, factory
set to operate at 3-5°C for chilled sparkling
products and 6-10°C for chilled products only.

•
•
•

Chilled flow rate 4.0 l/min.
Sparkling flow rate 1.3-1.8 l/min.
Refrigerant R134A.

Warranty
This product comes with a two year parts
and labour and a five year boiling tank warranty.

Tap operation

•

•

Press the select button until it turns
red for boiling water, however, if safety
interlock is activated, tap the safety
sensor twice before dispensing.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

The All-in-One Arc requires a hot and cold water feed.

Finishes

Z1

Market leading 0.2 micron filtration
technology, providing 25 times more
effective filtration than a standard water
filter jug.

Z11

BRUSHED BRUSHED GUNMETAL BRUSHED
ROSE GOLD
GOLD
NICKEL

* 12 week lead time for Platinum finishes.
Please note the colours are a plated finish.
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Product code

MT2768UK

MT2769UK

MT2713UK

MT2714UK

Water options

BCS

BCS

BC

BC

Users

60

100

60

100

Boiling cups
per hr @ 167ml

160

240

160

240

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

175

175

175

175

Sparkling glasses
per hr @ 200ml

175

175

-

-

Power rating
kW @ 230V

2.3

2.3 + 2.2*

2.2

2.2 + 2.2*

W x D x H**
(mm)

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

450 x 470 x 335

Chilled and sparkling are a combined output.
HydroTap All-in-One Arc can be
installed over sink only.

* These Zip HydroTap G4 models are installed with a 2.2kW, externally mounted G4 booster 		
and must be connected to two separate 13 amp power supplies.
** Dimensions relate to the command centre.
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Zip HydroTap
accessories

Accessibility levers
and braille covers
Accessibility levers can be fitted with
braille covers to the HydroTap Classic to
assist visually impaired users or those
with restricted dexterity.

Font and drain
Some of the Zip HydroTap range - including the Arc, Industrial and Classic
models - can be ordered with a matching font and drain for mounting
remotely from the sink.

Product codes
SP91564

90915UK
Font kit*

93441UK
Stand alone font kit*

Suits any current model
Zip HydroTap Classic or Industrial Top Touch.

Suits any current model
Zip HydroTap Arc. Does not include extension.

* Font kits available in our range of
Standard finishes only.

* Font kits available in our range of
Standard and Platinum finishes.

Boiling, chilled, sparkling

SP90675

Boiling, chilled

SP91561

Boiling, ambient

SP91562

Boiling only

SP91565

Chilled, sparkling

SP91563

Chilled only

Arc mixer taps
Available alongside the HydroTap Arc, Arc
mixer taps offer unfiltered hot and cold
water. Vented mixer taps provide hot water
at 50°C* for washing up, so a hot water feed is
not necessary. Mains mixer taps require a
separate hot and cold water supply.
* Based on a 12°C incoming supply,
boiling set point and flow rate.

SP92408
100mm extension*

ZT007
Font kit

Suits any current model
Zip HydroTap Classic.

Suits any current model
Zip HydroTap Industrial Side Touch only.

* Extension available in our range
of Standard finishes only.
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Mains mixer taps

Vented mixer taps:

93867UK - Bright chrome

93865UK - Bright chrome

93871UK - Brushed chrome

93869UK - Brushed chrome

93879UK - Matt black

93877UK - Matt black

94278UK - Brushed rose gold

94276UK - Brushed rose gold

94290UK - Brushed gold

94288UK - Brushed gold

94302UK - Gunmetal

94300UK - Gunmetal

94314UK - Brushed nickel

94312UK - Brushed nickel
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Installation accessories

Taste filters & CO2

Vent tray

Zip Water’s range of filters transform ordinary tap water into water that
everyone will love. Our 0.2 MicroPurity filtration is the most advanced
on the market, filtering out particles more than one fifth of a micron in
size - that’s one five-thousandth (1/5000th) of a millimetre - 25 times finer
than commonly used 5.0 micron filters. This produces crystal clear, great
tasting water, free from odours and contamination including sediment,
chlorine, heavy metals like lead, microplastics, bacteria and parasites (such
as cryptosporidium and giardia).

A vent tray is recommended for the Zip HydroTap to provide enhanced
ventilation for the under-counter command centre.

Zip 0.2 micron filter cartridges
are incorporated into the Zip
HydroTap installation within the
command centre.

SP93540
Vent tray

SP93541
Vent tray

Suitable for any current Zip HydroTap
G4 boiling, chilled and sparkling
or boiling and chilled models.

Suitable for any current Zip
HydroTap G4 chilled or chilled
and sparkling models.

W: 493, D: 484, H: 40

W: 493, D: 484, H: 40

Zip HydroTap ‘filter change light’
flashes when a filter change is
due. It can be set to measure
both water volume and the
number of days in service,
signalling whichever occurs first.

Zip filter cartridges are hygienically encased for fast and easy filter cartridge
replacements. A white light on the tap will flash to indicate that the filter
requires changing (available on Classic models only).
There are different options for this, including:
93702 - Zip MicroPurity HydroTap Filter for Work 0.2 Micron
(for HydroTap G4)

SP93156
Zip dual exhaust fan

HE45004
Zip water block

The dual exhaust fan is recommended for
installations where 100mm grill spacing
cannot be achieved or where air recirculates
in the cupboard space. It is suitable for Zip
HydroTap G4 chilled or chilled and
sparkling models.

Suitable for all Zip HydroTap products,
the water block is recommended to
be fitted in the water supply line.

93703 - Zip MicroPurity HydroTap Filter for Work HD 3 Micron
(for HydroTap G4)
ZT002 - Submicron Filter (for G2 and G3 models only)
ZT402 - 0.2 Micron MicroPurity Filter (pre January 2017)

Zip CO2 replacement cartridges:
91295 - Zip Sparkling Replacement Cartridge - Twin Pack
47 / Zip HydroTap accessories
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Limescale
management

Limescale
filters

For areas where water quality is a concern, we recommend the
addition of a limescale prevention filter to ensure the ongoing
performance and longevity of a Zip system. Our HydroCare Plus
plan manages this for the customer, along with six monthly filter
changes and servicing.
Triple action filtration

The below table aims to explain which filter is best suited to which
product and its level of usage.
Product code

Product name

Litres/
month*

FL500G4KIT

Zip Limescale Prevention
Filter Kit for Work

625

30

45

Boiling 100
or 140 cup
models

FL1000G4KIT

Zip Limescale Prevention
Filter Kit for Work

1167

56

75

Boiling 160 or
vented 140
cup models

FL1500G4KIT

Zip Limescale Prevention
Filter Kit for Work

1667

79

100

Boiling 240
or vented 160
cup models

Ion exchange resin to reduce water hardness
Carbon block to improve taste and odour

Litres/ Estimated no.
day
of tap users

High efficiency filtration to remove particulates
Choice of filters to suit various applications

Hard to very hard water
Medium hard water

Product
suitability

* Approximation based on water hardness of 180ppm

Thurso

Soft water
Inverness
Aberdeen
Dundee
Glasgow
Edinburgh

Newcastle
Middlesbrough

Belfast
Sligo

Liverpool
Nottingham

Galway
Dublin

Waterford
Killarney

Aberystwyth

Norwich

Birmingham

London

Cardiff

Cork
Southampton

Dover

Plymouth
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Zip HydroBoil range
Instant boiling water heaters are a reliable
go to system for the workplace.

Zip HydroBoil Plus cuts energy
consumption in five ways:

Saves time

Steam-Heat-Boost™ system

No more time wasted waiting for water to boil - the range
delivers boiling water instantly at the touch of a tap.

Recycles energy from steam to preheat incoming
cold water.

Saves energy

Power-Pulse™ energy saving technology

No energy is wasted boiling more water than needed fingertip control gives a cup or teapot full at a time.

Reduces power consumption by allowing the system
to regulate its power during periods of heating. This
saves energy while maintaining the tightest possible
temperature control.

Saves space
No cluttered worktops - the HydroBoil is a wall-mounted
product, saving space.
Saves money
Energy-efficient technology works to minimise power
consumption, reducing running costs.
Sets a new standard
Every working day in the UK, over eight million cups
of tea and coffee are made using Zip's instant boiling
water systems.

HydroBoil Plus
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HydroBoil

Inactivity sleep mode
After two hours of non-use the HydroBoil Plus enters
sleep mode, allowing the water temperature to reduce
to 68°C, at which it is maintained until next draw-off.
Low light sleep mode
Helps to conserve energy during periods of low or
non-usage.
Timed control
Switches the system off during known periods of
inactivity, returning to full functionality ahead of
the next expected demand.

EconoBoil
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Zip HydroBoil

Features and benefits

Insulation

•

Steam-Heat-Boost™ system recycles
energy from steam to preheat the
incoming cold water.

Compressed high temperature insulation panels
engineered for easy boiling chamber access.

•

Power-Pulse™ energy saving technology
only applies full power during heavy
usage periods for maximum efficiency.

Corrosion-resistant white enamelled steel.

Case
Temperature settings

•

Inactivity and low light sleep modes enable
the system to conserve energy during
periods of low or non-usage.

•

Available in sizes from 3 to 7.5 litres.

•

LCD shows time, day, heater operation,
current temperature of the boiling
chamber and energy saving mode status.

Heating element
Long-life incoloy sheathed embedded
rod type. Dry start protection.

304 stainless steel.

Our most advanced model in the range, the
HydroBoil Plus features superior technology
to deliver boiling water heated to the desired
temperature. Additionally, it boasts energy saving
Power-Pulse™ technology, inactivity and low light
sleep modes and is equipped with a two-way safety
tap and safety lock.

53 / Zip HydroBoil Plus

Unique two-way cool touch tap.
Tap lock button.

Installation
Install over a draining board or worktop
fitted with a drip tray. See instruction manual
for full installation details.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Electronic NTC sensor.

Wall mounted instant boiling water

•
•

This product comes with a two year parts
and labour warranty.

Steam-Heat-Boost™ technology.

Thermostat

Zip HydroBoil Plus

Tap

Warranty

Boiling chamber

•
•

On installation, to suit your needs, the
boiling water temperature can be adjusted
from 98°C to 68°C.

Power
rating
kW @
230V

Filled
weight
(kg)

WxDxH
(mm)

17 mins

1.4

12.5

289 x 180 x 431

17 mins

2.2

16.5

318 x 198 x 465

23 mins 24 mins

2.2

20.5

318 x 198 x 578

Heat
Heat
Boiling
up time up time
cups
(inlet
per hr @ (inlet
10°C)
15°C)
167ml

Product
code

Users

Tank
size
(litres)

303562

20

3

100

16 mins

305562

30

5

140

16 mins

307562

45

7.5

140
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Features and benefits

Thermostat

•

Capillary type, preset to 98°C.

•

•
•

Steam-Heat-Boost™ system recycles
energy from steam to preheat the
incoming cold water.

Case

Thermostatically controlled, twin
chamber technology with stainless steel
boiling tank.
Heating cycle indicator.
Available in sizes from 1.5 to 40 litre.

Heating element
Long-life incoloy sheathed embedded
rod type. Dry start protection.

Boiling chamber

Wall mounted instant boiling water
Enjoy no waiting time with this convenient, reliable
and safe wall-mounted instant boiling water
system. Using Steam-Heat-Boost™ technology
to conserve significant amounts of energy, the
HydroBoil is available in 1.5 to 40 litre capacities,
ensuring there's an option for all environments.
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Compressed high temperature insulation
panels on sizes below 10 litre, engineered for
easy boiling chamber access. High efficiency
aluminium backed tontine on 10 litre models
and above.

Two-way, chrome-plated classic,
catering style.

Install over a draining board, or worktop
fitted with a drip tray. See instruction manual
for full installation details.

Zip HydroBoil

Insulation

Tap

Installation

•
•

Corrosion-resistant white enamelled steel.

Warranty
This product comes with a two year parts
and labour warranty.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Steam-Heat-Boost™ technology.
304 stainless steel.

Boiling
Heat
Heat
Power
cups up time up time rating
per hr
(inlet
(inlet
kW
@ 167ml 15°C)
10°C) @ 230V

Filled
weight
(kg)

WxDxH
(mm)

1.4

10

289 x 180 x 335

17 mins

1.4

12.5

289 x 180 x 431

17 mins

2.2

16.5

318 x 198 x 465

140

23 mins 23 mins

2.2

20.5

318 x 198 x 578

10

180

38 mins 40 mins

2.8

29.5

390 x 244 x 600

90

15

180

40 mins 43 mins

2.8

34.5

390 x 299 x 600

325552

150

25

180

47 mins 50 mins

2.8

47

390 x 299 x 780

340552

240

40

240

60 mins 64 mins

5.6

71

515 x 284 x 840

Product
code

Users

Tank
size
(litres)

301552

10

1.5

100

10 mins

11 mins

303552

20

3

100

16 mins

305552

30

5

140

16 mins

307552

45

7.5

310552

60

315552
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Zip HydroBoil

Features and benefits

Insulation

•

Steam-Heat-Boost™ system recycles
energy from steam to preheat the
incoming cold water.

•

Thermostatically controlled, twin chamber
technology with stainless steel boiling tank.

•

Available in 3 and 5 litre.

Tontine.

Thermostat
Capillary type, preset to 98°C.

Case
Corrosion-resistant white enamelled steel.

Tap

Heating element
Long-life incoloy sheathed embedded
rod type. Dry start protection.

Two-way, chrome-plated classic,
catering style.

Boiling chamber

Warranty
This product comes with a one year parts
and labour warranty.

Steam-Heat-Boost™ technology.

Installation
Install over a draining board or worktop fitted
with a drip tray. See instruction manual for full
installation details.

Product
Users
code

Tank
size
(litres)

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Heat
Heat
Boiling
cups up time up time
(inlet
(inlet
per hr
10°C)
@ 167ml 15°C)

Power
rating
kW @
230V

Filled
weight
(kg)

WxDxH
(mm)

303542

20

3

100

16 mins

17 mins

1.4

12.5

289 x 180 x 431

305542

20

5

140

16 mins

17 mins

2.2

16.5

318 x 198 x 465

Zip EconoBoil
Wall mounted instant boiling water
The EconoBoil is a low cost thermostatically
controlled instant boiling water system for locations
where affordable reliability is required. Available
in 3 and 5 litre models, it boasts a patented twin
chamber and Steam-Heat-Boost™ technology to
conserve significant amounts of energy.
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Zip HydroBoil
accessories
Accessories and consumables for the
HydroBoil Plus, HydroBoil and EconoBoil

ZD100/ZD101
Tundish

93734
Safety tap top assembly

94514
Insulating tap body cover

93441UK
Standalone font

ZD100 Wall mounted, chromed.
ZD101 Sink mounted, chromed.

Prevents boiling water being dispensed
accidentally. To dispense, a lever on the back of
the handle needs to be released.

For the EconoBoil and HydroBoil. A heat cover
for exposed tap outlets prevents the user from
any accidental burns.

Bright chrome (with drain adaptor)
Ø176 font outline.

FL064
Inline filter

FL104
Inline filter

ZD200
Drip tray

ZE001/ZE002
Cup dispensers

6” filter for taste and odour removal with
limescale reduction. For use with HydroBoil
models up to 7.5 litre.

10” filter for taste and odour removal with
limescale reduction. For use with HydroBoil 10
litre models and above.

Stainless steel (with drain adaptor)
W: 340mm x D: 190mm x H: 20mm
with a 19.5mm drainage access.

ZE001 Stainless steel (as shown).
ZE002 White plastic.
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Zip HydroChill

Features and benefits
Promotes refill culture and wellness in the workplace
Staying hydrated at work not only helps employees stay 		
healthy, but also positively impacts on productivity. Drinking
water regularly throughout the day helps you to stay alert, 		
improves concentration and reduces stress.
Responsible drinking water solution
A sustainable, energy saving and cost effective drinking
water solution, better for both people and the planet. 		
Thanks to the provision of great tasting water instantly, the 		
HydroChill eradicates the need for planet damaging
single-use plastic water bottle waste.
Perfect for organisations of all sizes
Capable of providing up to 200 bottles (750ml) of pure-		
tasting water an hour, the HydroChill provides a bottle
filling solution for all environments.

Zip HydroChill range
A perfect match for organisations of all sizes,
Zip's wide range of HydroChill dispensers
offer sustainable bottle filling solutions to
promote hydration and wellbeing at work.
With the ability to dispense highly filtered chilled,
sparkling or ambient water in seconds, the
HydroChill helps to reduce single-use plastic
bottle waste, not only creating a healthier, more
productive workforce, but a greener business.
61 / Zip HydroChill range

Crystal clear, pure tasting water
Thanks to advanced MicroPurity filtration, the range
offers crystal clear, pure-tasting water that's free from 		
chemicals and contaminants.
UV filtration available on selected models
Working to prevent the growth of bacteria at the dispensing
point where bottles come into contact with the tap, UV Out
filtration acts as a strong steriliser, helping to prevent the risk
of retro-contamination.

UP TO

200

Number of 750ml bottles of filtered
chilled water that can be dispensed
by the Zip HydroChill HC20 and HC50
150 litre models per hour.
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Zip HydroChill

General range overview
Counter-top, under-counter and floor standing dispensers
A wide range of options to ensure there's something for all 		
requirements.
Tap or push button control
With portion control and manual dispense functions for ease
when bottle filling.
Filtration system
Advanced MicroPurity filtration to deliver the purest
tasting water.

The importance of
hydration at work
Good hydration is essential for our bodies and wellbeing – it
effects concentration, mood, immunity and energy levels. The
NHS recommends we drink between six to eight glasses a day to
prevent dehydration.

Warranty
Up to two years on site parts and labour warranty. Please 		
check individual products for further information.
HydroCare
Zip's HydroCare service plans provide a flexible way to care
for your HydroChill product. See page 11 for more details.
Sustainable cooling system
Environmentally friendly natural or non-toxic gas used 		
on selected models in the HydroChill range.

It is fundamental to keep hydrated, especially in the workplace.
The provision of great-tasting water can encourage employees
to drink more, minimising the detrimental and concerning
consequences of dehydration, which can affect both physical and
mental performance.
The law
The UK Workplace Health, Safety and Welfare Regulations of 1992
(Regulation 22) states that employers must provide an adequate
supply of drinking water for all employees that is free from
contamination, easily accessible and fit for purpose.
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Zip HydroChill

Features and benefits

Materials

•

Pure tasting filtered chilled drinking
water for public access areas.

•

Brushed stainless steel with front
access panel.

•

Single lever tap.

•

•

Filter change reminder light signals when
filter cartridge replacement is due.

Chrome plated brass lever action tap
with swivel head.

•

Optional bubbler (see page 78).

•

Filter cartridges are quick and simple
to change.

Filtration
Advanced 3 micron MicroPurity filtration
to deliver the purest tasting water.

Capacity

Warranty

28 litres per hour.

One year on site parts and labour warranty.

Output capacity

Installation

Can produce 37 bottles (750ml) per hour
between 5°C - 12°C.

Power rating
0.3kW @ 230V.

Cooling technology

•

Water, drainage and power should all be
available within 1.6 metres.

•

The chiller should be mounted on a level
surface (levelling feet provided).

•

The chiller must be installed with
clearances of 50mm left and right with
65mm at rear.

•

40mm PVC female drain connection.

Fan cooled condenser with a compressor
operating at a temperature between 5°C - 35°C.

Refrigerant type
Non-toxic R134A.

Electrical
Connect to a 13 amp socket. Installation
must comply with current IEE regulations.
A two metre power cable is provided with
moulded plug.

Plumbing
The water supply must be wholesome.
Minimum static pressure requirement is 1.5
bar. If static pressure exceeds 7 bar, a pressure
reducing valve must be fitted. A 15mm
isolation valve should be installed between
the water supply and the HydroChill.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

| B O W L S H A P E M AY VA RY

Zip HydroChill
HC05 Floor Standing

Product code

Users

Water
functions

Capacity
(litres
per hour)

Chilled
bottles
per hr
@ 750ml

Power
rating
kW @
230V

WxDxH
(mm)

HC05T128

40

Chilled

28

37

0.3

350 x 350 x 915

Filtered chilled water dispenser
Filtered:
Chilled
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Zip HydroChill

Features and benefits

Output capacity

•

Pure tasting filtered chilled, sparkling or
ambient drinking water.

Can produce 60 bottles (750ml) per hour
between 5°C - 12°C.

•

Counter-top installation.

Filtration

•

Push-button controls for ease of use.

•

Advanced 3 micron MicroPurity filtration to
deliver the purest tasting water.

Compact, stainless steel design.

•

Advanced 3 micron MicroPurity filtration to
deliver the purest tasting water.

•

Matching floor standing cabinet available.

•

Drip tray included.

•

Available as an optional accessory, UV
Out filtration works as a strong steriliser to
prevent the growth of bacteria at the
dispensing point where bottles come into
contact with the tap.

Refrigerant type
Environmentally friendly natural gas HC R290.

Warranty
Two year on site parts and labour warranty.

Installation
Counter-top installation or on a floor
standing cabinet (as an additional extra).

Plumbing
The water supply must be wholesome.
Minimum static pressure requirement is
2.5 bar. If static pressure exceeds 3.5 bar,
a pressure reducing valve must be fitted.
A 15mm isolation valve should be installed
between the water supply and the HydroChill.

Cooling technology
Aluminium direct chill.

Capacity
45 litres per hour.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Power rating
Please see table below.
K E Y F E AT U R E
U V O U T F I LT R A T I O N A V A I L A B L E A S A N O P T I O N A L A C C E S S O R Y.
F I N D O U T M O R E O N P A G E 7 7.

Zip HydroChill
HC10 Counter-Top

Product code

Users

Water
functions

Capacity
(litres per
hour)

Chilled
bottles
per hr
@ 750ml

Power
rating
kW @
230V

WxDxH
(mm)

HC10CIT45

60

Chilled,
ambient*

45

60

0.23

318 x 499 x 470

HC10IT45

60

Chilled,
sparkling,
ambient*

45

60

0.265

318 x 499 x 470

* 'Ambient' describes the temperature of the water where there is no additional heating or
chilling to the incoming cold water supply.

Filtered chilled, sparkling and ambient
water dispenser
Filtered:
Chilled
Sparkling
Ambient

Filtered:
Chilled
Ambient
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Zip HydroChill

Features and benefits

Power rating

•

Pure tasting filtered chilled and sparkling
or filtered chilled and ambient drinking water.

See table below.

•

Counter-top installation.

Environmentally friendly natural gas HC R290.

•

Push-button controls for ease of use.

Filtration

•

Two settings for portion control.

•

Advanced 3 micron MicroPurity filtration to
deliver the purest tasting water.

Advanced 3 micron MicroPurity filtration to
deliver the purest tasting water.

•

Matching floor standing cabinet available
for the 80 litre model.

Two year on site parts and labour warranty.

•

Drip tray included.

•

Available as an optional accessory, UV
Out filtration works as a strong steriliser
to prevent the growth of bacteria at the
dispensing point where bottles come into
contact with the tap.

Counter-top installation or on a floor
standing cabinet (as an additional extra).

Refrigerant type

Warranty
Installation

Plumbing
The water supply must be wholesome.
Minimum static pressure requirement is
2.5 bar. If static pressure exceeds 3.5 bar,
a pressure reducing valve must be fitted.
A 15mm isolation valve should be installed
between the water supply and the HydroChill.

Capacity
80 or 150 litres per hour.

Output capacity

K E Y F E AT U R E
U V O U T F I LT R A T I O N A V A I L A B L E A S A N O P T I O N A L A C C E S S O R Y.
F I N D O U T M O R E O N P A G E 7 7.

Zip HydroChill
HC20 Counter-Top
Filtered chilled, sparkling and ambient
water dispenser
Filtered:
Chilled
Sparkling

Filtered:
Chilled
Ambient
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Electrical

•

80 litre models can produce 106 bottles
(750ml) per hour between 5°C - 12°C.

•

150 litre models can produce 200 bottles
(750ml) per hour between 5°C - 12°C.

Connect to a 13 amp socket. Installation
must comply with current IEE regulations.
A two metre power cable is provided with
moulded plug.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Cooling technology
Ice bank with single stainless steel coil (80
litre) or double stainless steel coil (150 litre).

Product code

Users

Water
functions

Capacity
(litres per
hour)

Chilled
bottles
per hr
@ 750ml

Power
rating
kW @
230V

WxDxH
(mm)

HC20CIT80

100

Chilled,
ambient*

80

106

0.53

360 x 565 x 502

HC20CIT150

200

Chilled,
ambient*

150

200

0.875

460 x 606 x 542

HC20IT80

100

Chilled,
sparkling

80

106

0.53

360 x 565 x 502

HC20IT150

200

Chilled,
sparkling

150

200

0.875

460 x 606 x 542

* 'Ambient' describes the temperature of the water where there is no additional heating or
chilling to the incoming cold water supply.
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Zip HydroChill

Features and benefits

Cooling technology

•

Pure tasting filtered chilled or filtered
chilled and ambient drinking water.

Fan cooled condenser rated at up to 0.25hp
with tank system.

•

Under-counter chiller installation.

Refrigerant type

•

Tap controls for filling glasses.

Non-toxic R134A.

•

Hands-free filling for large jugs and bottles.

Filtration

•

Can to be fitted on a sink or optional font.

Advanced 3 micron MicroPurity filtration to
deliver the purest tasting water.

Capacity

Warranty

28 litres per hour.

One year on site parts and labour warranty.

Output capacity

Installation

Can produce 37 bottles (750ml) per hour
between 5°C - 12°C.

Under-counter command centre with
counter top tap and optional drip tray.

Power rating

Electrical

0.45kW @ 230V.

Connect to a 13 amp socket. Installation
must comply with current IEE regulations.
A two metre power cable is provided, with
moulded plug.

Plumbing
The water supply must be wholesome.
Minimum static pressure requirement is 1.7
bar. If static pressure exceeds 5 bar, a pressure
reducing valve must be fitted. A 15mm
isolation valve should be installed between
the water supply and the HydroChill.

Zip HydroChill
HC45 Under-Counter

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Product code

Users

Water
functions

Capacity
(litres per
hour)

Chilled
bottles
per hr
@ 750ml

Power
rating
kW @
230V

WxDxH
(mm)

HC45T128

40

Chilled

28

37

0.3

280 x 475 x 335

HC45T228

40

Chilled,
ambient*

28

37

0.3

280 x 475 x 335

* 'Ambient' describes the temperature of the water where there is no additional heating or
chilling to the incoming cold water supply.

Filtered chilled and ambient water dispenser
Filtered:
Chilled

Filtered:
Chilled
Ambient

HydroChill HC45 can be installed over
sink or optional font.
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Zip HydroChill
HC50 Under-Counter
Filtered chilled, sparkling and ambient
water dispenser
Filtered:
Chilled
Sparkling
Ambient

Filtered:
Chilled
Ambient

Features and benefits

Cooling technology

•

Pure tasting filtered chilled, sparkling or
ambient drinking water.

Ice bank.

•

Under-counter command centre.

Environmentally friendly natural gas HC R290.

•

Suitable for front of house or areas with
limited counter space.

Filtration

•

•
K E Y F E AT U R E

Filtered:
Chilled
Sparkling

•

U V O U T F I LT R A T I O N A V A I L A B L E A S A N O P T I O N A L A C C E S S O R Y O N
B R I D G E M O D E L S . F I N D O U T M O R E O N P A G E 7 7.

Choice of outlet options: column taps with
either two or three spouts or a pushbutton control bridge.
Bridge allows for portion control and
manual dispense functions.
Available as an optional accessory on
bridge models, UV Out filtration works as
a strong steriliser to prevent the growth of
bacteria at the dispensing point where
bottles come into contact with the tap.

Capacities
80 or 150 litre per hour.

Output capacity

•

80 litre models can produce 106 bottles
(750ml) per hour between 5°C - 12°C.

•

150 litre models can produce 200 bottles
(750ml) per hour between 5°C - 12°C.

Power rating

•
•
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80 litre models: 0.505kW @ 230V
150 litre models: 0.875kW @ 230V

Refrigerant type

Advanced 3 micron MicroPurity filtration to
deliver the purest tasting water.

Warranty
Two year on site parts and labour warranty.

Installation
Under-counter command centre with
counter top tap and drip tray.

Plumbing
The water supply must be wholesome.
Minimum static pressure requirement is
2.5 bar. If static pressure exceeds 3.5 bar,
a pressure reducing valve must be fitted.
A 15mm isolation valve should be installed
between the water supply and the HydroChill.

Electrical
Connect to a 13 amp socket. Installation
must comply with current IEE regulations.
A two metre power cable is provided with
moulded plug.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk
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Two spout taps (product comes with badge)

Product code

Users

Water
functions

Capacity
(litres per
hour)

Chilled
bottles
per hr
@ 750ml

Power
rating
kW @
230V

WxDxH
(mm)

HC50CT2P80

100

Chilled,
ambient*

80

106

0.505

318 x 457 x 554

HC50CT2P150

200

Chilled,
ambient*

150

200

0.875

460 x 460 x 608

HC50T2P80

100

Chilled,
sparkling

80

106

0.505

318 x 457 x 554

HC50T2P150

200

Chilled,
sparkling

150

200

0.875

460 x 460 x 608

Three spout taps (product comes with badge)

Product code

Users

Water
functions

Capacity
(litres per
hour)

Chilled
bottles
per hr
@ 750ml

Power
rating
kW @
230V

WxDxH
(mm)

HC50T3P80

100

Chilled,
sparkling,
ambient*

80

106

0.505

318 x 457 x 554

HC50T3P150

200

Chilled,
sparkling,
ambient*

150

200

0.875

460 x 460 x 608

Bridge button control

Product code

Users

Water
functions

Capacity
(litres per
hour)

Chilled
bottles
per hr
@ 750ml

Power
rating
kW @
230V

WxDxH
(mm)

HC50CBIT80

100

Chilled,
ambient*

80

106

0.505

318 x 457 x 554

HC50CBIT150

200

Chilled,
ambient*

150

200

0.875

460 x 460 x 608

HC50BIT80

100

Chilled,
sparkling,
ambient*

80

106

0.505

318 x 457 x 554

HC50BIT150

200

Chilled,
sparkling,
ambient*

150

200

0.875

460 x 460 x 608

* 'Ambient' describes the temperature of the water where there is no additional heating or
chilling to the incoming cold water supply.
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Zip HydroChill
accessories
UV Out filtration bulb
UV Out filtration is available as an optional
accessory for HydroChill HC10, HC20 and HC50
bridge models. Working to prevent the growth
of bacteria at the dispensing point where bottles
come into contact with the tap, UV Out filtration
acts as a strong steriliser, helping to prevent the
risk of retro-contamination to ensure suitability for
healthcare and local authority buildings. The UV
bulb life is around 11 months, or 8,000 hours usage.

For kits:
750211 - HC10
750212 - HC20
750213 - HC50 bridge
For replacement bulbs:
95054 - UV bulb for HC50
bridge models
95055 - UV bulb for HC10
& HC20 models

94773
Stainless steel drip tray

94774
Stainless steel drip tray

For HC50 models
150 x 220mm

For HC50 models
400 x 220mm

94777
Cabinet for
HC10 45 l/ph

ZE001
Stainless steel dispenser
for disposable cups
For HC05 models

94778
Cabinet for
HC20 80 l/ph

ZI001
Optional drinking bubbler
For HC05 models. Requires SP93551,
expansion relief valve and piping kit

ZG500
BREEAM fitting kit
Enables the HydroChill HC05 to fully
comply with the BREEAM Health and
Wellbeing credit HEA16, requiring
chillers to be installed in compliance
with industry standards.

94775
Built-in stainless steel
drip tray with drain

93705
Zip MicroPurity high capacity
filter cartridge replacement

For HC50 models
430 x 250mm

For all models
3 micron, 17,000 litres
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Visual representation - bowl style may vary
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Why Zip InLine instantaneous water heating?
Zip InLine water heaters are the most energy efficient means of
directly heating water electrically. Using the very latest bare wire
technology, Zip InLine offers a host of specifier, installer and end
user benefits:
Unrivalled energy efficiency - no standing heat loss
Instant hot water on demand
Sophisticated electronic control
Easy to install
Neat, compact design
Tangible water savings

Extreme energy efficiency
Zip InLine saves energy by:
Heating only the water drawn off
Avoiding stored water heat losses

Zip instantaneous
water heaters
Zip’s range of InLine instantaneous water
heaters are suitable for washroom and
bathroom requirements in a variety of
commercial settings.
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When comparing the energy used over 24 hours to deliver 25
litres of water at 38°C (assuming 12°C supply), typical savings of
23% can be achieved.

Product

Energy usage

15 litre storage water heater

3.0 kWh

Zip InLine

2.3 kWh

N.B. Percentage savings may be less with increased demand but more during periods without
draw off.
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Bare wire technology
All InLine products feature innovative bare wire heating
technology. Bare wire heating works by immersing the heating
element directly in the water flow path, allowing heat to be
transmitted directly to the water. This equips the Zip InLine range
with significantly greater efficiency than traditional instantaneous
water heating products, as well as a much quicker heat-up time of
typically less than two seconds.
Unlimited supply of hot water
Zip InLine delivers a continuous supply of hot water at the
selected temperature*.
Easy installation
Zip InLine products simply connect to standard closed outlet taps
without the need for unvented water controls. ES and DEX/DBX
are supplied with a bracket for easy fitting.
Smart design
The InLine's compact size enables it to fit neatly and unobtrusively
in any location.
The ES range features a choice of installation methods, either
using standard tapware and fittings or one of two kit options - a
non-concussive tap or a mixer tap option. There is also a range of
touch-free taps, shower handsets and aerator nozzles designed
to make the operation of the Zip InLine as easy as possible.
Water conservation
Zip InLine products are designed for installation within two metres
of the point of use, requiring little run off water before achieving
the correct temperature.
Savings per draw off compared to centralised systems with long
pipe runs are as follows:

Traditional system pipe run
(15mm pipework)

Litres saved per draw off

10 metres

3.2

*Subject to sufficient power being available to achieve the required temperature and outlet flow
under local conditions.
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Safety

ErP rating

Water temperature electronically
controlled to maintain factory setting of
38°C. Mechanical safety thermal limiter to
prevent over temperature heating.

Class A

IP rating
IP25

Warranty

Case

One year warranty.

Impact resistant plastic.

Location

Plumbing
The system is intended for connection
to a wholesome water supply. It should be
installed by a suitably qualified person.

•

Minimum water pressure of two bar.

•

Please note it is not recommended for use
with thermostatic mixing valves or taps.

Power rating

Compact electronically controlled
instantaneous water heater for hand
washing.

•

ES3: 2.8kW @ 230V

•

ES4: 4.4kW @ 230V

•

The most energy efficient way to directly
heat water, electrically.

•

ES6: 5.5kW @ 230V

•

Stainless steel bare wire heating element
for fast heat up.

•

Innovatively designed system that heats
water automatically as it flows through.

•

No standing heat loss.

•

Sophisticated electronics monitor outlet
temperature and adjust power to ensure a
consistent temperature.

Heating system
Bare wire heating system for fast response.

ES4

ES6

1.5 litres/min

27°C

42°C

52°C

1.7 litres/min

24°C

37°C

46°C

2 litres/min

20°C

34°C

40°C

2.5 litres/min

-

25°C

31°C

3 litres/min

-

-

26°C

Switch on flow rate (l/min)

1.2

1.5

1.5

Switch off flow rate (l/min)

1

1.3

1.3

Operation

Temperature setting

Heating power is switched on automatically
once the minimum flow rate is exceeded.

Temperature and flow adjustable at time
of installation.
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* All figures assumed at a 12°C incoming supply rate and rounded to the nearest degree.

Product selection
Instantaneous water heating is the most
efficient available, however, delivered water
temperature is dependent on local incoming
water temperature and supply voltage.
Quoted performance assumes 12°C incoming
water temperature and 230V supply.

Connect to a 13 amp fused spur. Installation
must comply with current IEE regulations. A
one metre power cable is provided. Product
must be protected by an RCD.

ES3

Electronic instantaneous water heater
Single outlet for hand washing
•

Electrical

*Maximum temperature increase
@ 230V and a flow rate of:

Zip InLine ES
Features and benefits

The system must be installed in a frost-free
environment positioned within 0.5 metres
of the outlet to minimise heat loss.

•

Product code

Power rating
kW
@ 230V

38°C max
flow rate
litres per min

ErP
rating

WxDxH
(mm)

ES3

2.8

1.5

A

186 x 80 x 135

ES4

4.4

2.4

A

186 x 80 x 135

ES6

5.5

3

A

186 x 80 x 135
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Mixer tap (MT) pack*
ES instantaneous water heater
Single lever mixer tap complete with braided hoses
50cm braided hose for connection to heater
Flow rate adjuster for cold supply to tap
Non-return valve for hot supply to tap
T piece connector
* Isolating valve NOT supplied

Zip InLine ES
Instantaneous hand wash packs complete
with heater, tap and fittings
These packs provide an installer with the ES
heater, compatible tap and a comprehensive
plumbing kit including flexible hoses and fittings
to ensure a quick and easy system installation.

Product code

Tap type

Power rating
kW @ 230V

38°C max flow
rate litres/min

ES3/NC

Non-concussive

2.8

1.5

ES4/NC

Non-concussive

4.4

2.4

ES6/NC

Non-concussive

5.5

3

ES3/MT

Single lever mixer

2.8

1.5

ES4/MT

Single lever mixer

4.4

2.4

ES6/MT

Single lever mixer

5.5

3

ZL018

Matching non-concussive cold tap

The packs are offered in a choice of three power
ratings, with non-concussive or mixer tap.
Non-concussive (NC) pack*
ES instantaneous water heater
Non-concussive single outlet tap
50cm braided hose for connection to heater
50cm braided hose for connection to tap

Non-concussive

Mixer tap

* Isolating valve NOT supplied
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Power rating

Warranty

6.6kW or 8.8kW - selected at installation.

One year warranty.

Heating system

Location

Bare wire system.

The system must be installed in a frost-free
environment. It should be positioned within
two metres of the outlet to minimise heat loss.

ErP rating
Class A.

Safety

IP rating

•

Oversink IP25.

•

Undersink IP24.

The InLine CEX has a thermal over temperature
cut out and pressure over limit cut out and
flow switch with minimum flow for switch on.

•

Both suitable for zone 1.

Plumbing

Electrical

•

The system must be connected to a
wholesome water supply. The specific
water resistance of the supply must
not fall below the minimum specified on
the rating plate.

•

Minimum flow rate of 2 litres a minute and
minimum water pressure is 2 bar. It should be
installed by a suitably qualified person.

•

Please note it is not recommended for use
with thermostatic mixing valves or taps.

The system must be earthed and connected
to the mains supply by means of permanent
wiring through suitable isolation, having
a contact separation of 3mm in all poles
protected by a suitably rated circuit breaker.
The cross sectional area of the connection
cable must be in accordance with the power
rating of the system. The installation must be
in accordance with current IEE regulations.

Zip InLine CEX

*Maximum temperature increase
@ 230V and a flow rate of:

6.6 kW

2.5 litres/min

38°C

50°C

3 litres/min

31°C

42°C

3.5 litres/min

27°C

36°C

4 litres/min

24°C

31°C

4.5 litres/min

21°C

28°C

5.0 litres/min

19°C

25°C

Over and under sink electronic instantaneous
water heaters for single or multiple outlets
Features and benefits

•

The most energy efficient way of directly
heating water, electrically.

•

Highly efficient bare wire heating system.

•

Zero standing heat loss.

•

Provides a continuous* supply of hot water
at exactly the temperature selected.

•

Flow rate up to five litres a minute** to
supply one or more outlets.

•

Available for installation oversink (CEX-O)
or undersink (CEX-U).

•

Heating power electronically adjusted
to compensate for variable inlet
temperatures

•

Suitable for use with pre-heated water
from renewable heat sources - maximum
inlet temperature of 70°C.

•

Outlet temperature is user adjustable
between 20°C and 55°C, with two
programmable settings.

•

Optional wireless control handset available
- order code ZL017.

Switch on flow rate (l/min)

8.8 kW

2

* All figures assumed at a 12°C incoming supply rate and rounded to the nearest degree.

Product
code

Power
rating kW
@ 230V

50°C max
flow rate
litres/min

38°C max
flow rate
litres/min

Temperature
range (°C)

ErP
rating

WxDxH
(mm)

* Subject to sufficient power being available to achieve the required temperature and outlet flow
under local conditions.

CEX-O

6.6 - 8.8

2.5 - 3.3

3.6 - 4.8

20 - 55

A

177 x 108 x 294

** At 6 bar water pressure.

CEX-U

6.6 - 8.8

2.5 - 3.3

3.6 - 4.8

20 - 55

A

177 x 108 x 294
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Features and benefits

ErP rating

•

The most energy efficient way of directly
heating water electrically.

Class A.

•

Highly efficient bare wire heating system.

•

Zero standing heat loss as no stored water.

•

Warranty

Instant hot water.

One year warranty.

•

Provides a continuous* supply of hot water
at exactly the temperature selected.

Location

•

Heating power electronically adjusted to
compensate for variable inlet pressure and
temperature.

•

Maintains precise temperature control
despite fluctuations in voltage and water
pressure.

•

Optional wireless control handset
available - order code ZL017.

IP rating
IP25.

The system must be installed in a frost-free
environment. It should be positioned as close
as possible to the outlet to minimise heat loss
(recommended maximum 2 metres).

Safety
The Zip InLine DEX & DBX feature a thermal
over temperature cut out, a pressure over
limit cut out and flow switch with minimum
flow for switch on.

DBX

Plumbing

Outlet temperature factory set to 50°C,
installer adjustable from 30°C to 60°C.

•

The system must be connected to a
wholesome water supply. The specific
water resistance of the supply must not
fall below the minimum specified on the
rating plate.

•

Minimum flow rate of 2.5 litres a minute
and minimum water pressure is 2 bar. It
should be installed by a suitably qualified
person.
Please note it is not recommended for use
with thermostatic mixing valves or taps.

DEX

•

The required outlet temperature can
be set, via two touch sensitive
membrane keys, within the range of
20°C to 60°C (20°C to 55°C for DEX12)
with digital display of the selected
temperature.

•

Suitable for use with pre-heated water
from solar heating systems (not DEX12).

•

•

Power rating can be selected at time of
insulation.

Electrical

Power rating

•

DEX: 18kW - 27kW (adjustable
three phase).

•

DBX: 18kW, 21kW, 24kW and 27kW
(three phase).

Heating system

Zip InLine DEX & DBX

Bare wire system.

The system must be earthed and connected
to the mains supply by means of permanent
wiring through suitable isolation, having
a contact separation of 3mm in all poles
protected by a suitably rated circuit breaker.
The cross sectional area of the connection
cable must be in accordance with the power
rating of the system. The installation must be
in accordance with current IEE regulations.

*Subject to sufficient power being available to achieve the required temperature and outlet flow
under local conditions.

Electronic instantaneous water heaters
for single or multiple outlets
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Zip InLine DEX & DBX
Product
code

Power rating
kW
@ 230V

50°C max flow
rate litres/
min

38°C max flow
rate litres/min

ErP
rating

WxDxH
(mm)

DEX12

8.8 - 11*

3.3 - 4.1

4.8 - 6.1

A

231 x 97 x 466

DEX

18** - 27***

6.8 - 10.2†

9.8 - 14.8†

A

231 x 97 x 466

DBX18

18**

6.8

9.8†

A

231 x 97 x 466

DBX21

21†

7.9

11.4†

A

231 x 97 x 466

DBX24

24**

9†

13†

A

231 x 97 x 466

DBX27

27***

10.2†

14.8†

A

231 x 97 x 466

Zip InLine
Instantaneous flow and temperature rise chart
Single phase
60

ES3
ES4
ES6
CEX (6.6kW)
CEX (8.8kW)
DEX12

† Mixed with cold water at the tap
*1/N/PE 230V

**3/PE 280-4150V

Delivered temperature (°C) with 12°C ambient

55
50
45
40
35

5.0 l/min

30

***3/PE 400V

2.3 l/min
DEX12

DEX

DBX18

DBX21

DBX24

Temperature
adjustment
range

20°C - 55°C

20°C - 60°C

30°C - 60°C

Maximum
inlet
temperature

25°C

70°C

30°C

Maximum
flow rate
(litres/min)

5

3.6 l/min

4.5 l/min

25

DBX27

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

Flow rate (l/min)

Three phase

7

Pressure loss
@ 2.5 l/min

0.2 bar

Pressure loss
@ 9 l/min

1.3 bar

8

8

9

Delivered temperature (°C) with 12°C ambient

8

65
DEX/DBX (18kW)
DEX/DBX (21kW)
DEX/DBX (24kW)
DEX/DBX (27kW)

60
55
50
45
40
35

9.8 l/min

11.4 l/min 13.0 l/min 14.0 l/min

30
5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

Flow rate (l/min)
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9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

13.0

14.0

15.0

Mixed with cold water at the outlet
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Zip InLine accessories

Touch-free taps
Suitable for use with the Zip InLine range

Optimum performance
For best results from the Zip InLine product range, the following
tap nozzles, handsets and remote controls should be used.

TF003 - Mains
TF004 - Battery
Standard reach basin / sink tap
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ZL012
Tap aerator nozzle <5kW

ZL004
Tap aerator nozzle >5kW

22mm female thread, flow rates
between 6.8 - 10.2 l/min.

22mm female thread, flow rate 3.5 l/min.

ZL003
Tap aerator nozzle <5kW

ZL0035
Tap aerator nozzle <5kW

24mm male thread, flow rate 6.8 l/min.

24mm male thread, flow rate 3.5 l/min.

ZL006
Shower handset

ZL007
Shower handset

Fixed pattern shower head for
flow rates down to 4.0 ltrs/min.

Adjustable pattern shower head for
flow rates down to 4.0 ltrs/min.

Other accessories
Suitable for use with the Zip InLine range

TF100 – ES3 / ES4 / ES6
Remote control

ZL017 - CEX / DEX
Remote control

ZL018 - Cold
ZL019 - Hot
Non-concussive tap

ZL021
Single lever mixer tap
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Why Zip unvented water heating?
Unvented water heaters feed directly from cold mains water to
deliver hot water at mains pressure, meaning they don’t require
an additional cold water storage tank.
Zip’s unvented water heater range includes the Aquapoint,
Varipoint and AquaFlo, all of which offer the user a whole host
of benefits, including:
Simple and safe to use
No need for an additional cold water storage tank
Oversink, undersink and wall-mounted options available
Zip Aquapoint 3, 4
Sustainable, durable and efficient, the Zip Aquapoint 3, 4 offer
unvented water heating for single or multiple outlets. Available
from 5 to 100 litre capacities, the Aquapoint range can be
installed oversink and undersink (Aquapoint 3) or wall-mounted
(Aquapoint 4). The Aquapoint 4 also boast an innovative and
unique anti-legionella function to ensure that any water-borne
legionella bacteria is sterilised.
Zip Varipoint 2
An unvented water heater for single or multiple outlets, the Zip
Varipoint 2 is available as a 10 or 15 litre oversink or undersink
system. With external temperature control, copper tank and
premium materials, the Varipoint 2 is easy to maintain and built
to last.

Zip unvented
water heaters
95 / Zip unvented water heaters

Zip AquaFlo 2
Constructed of high grade, corrosion resistant duplex stainless
steel, the AquaFlo 2 is available as a direct, indirect and solar
compatible unvented water heater for long life. Ranging from 90
to 300 litres, some of the main benefits include multi-element
options and compact coil-in-coil exchangers for faster heat up
and recovery times, as well as high performance insulation to
ensure minimum heat loss.
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Features and benefits

IP rating

•

Sacrificial anode for protection
against corrosion.

IP24.

•

Element ‘ON’ neon indicator.

Class A.

•

External temperature control with
frost protection.

Warranty

•

Oversink and undersink versions available.

Installation

ErP rating

One year warranty.

Capacities
5, 10 and 15 litre.

Power rating
2kW @ 230V.

Heating element

•

Separate models available for oversink
and undersink installation.

•
•

All models can be wall-mounted.

•

All models can supply one outlet or
multiple outlets, subject to capacity,
without the need for special taps.

•

Oversink and undersink models not
interchangeable.

Immersion direct heat.

Thermostat
Capillary type, adjustable from 9°C to 75°C.

Water tank

Plumbing

Enamelled steel.

Water connections 1/2 inch BSP. Expansion
relief valve (supplied) set at 6 bar. Should be
installed only by a suitably experienced installer
of unvented electric storage water heaters.

Case
High impact resistant white plastic.

Safety features

•
•
•

Electrical

Manually resettable over temperature
safety cut-out.
Expansion relief valve (supplied) set at 6 bar.
Sacrificial anode gives added protection
to tank, requiring regular inspection and
replacement when necessary.

High efficiency, polyurethane foam.
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Zip Aquapoint 3
Unvented water heater for
single or multiple outlets
97 / Zip Aquapoint 3

Zip
Aquapoint 3
Undersink

To be wired to a double pole switched fused
spur with a minimum break capacity of 13
amps. Installation must comply with current
IEE regulations. Supplied with one metre of
pre-wired cable.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Insulation

Zip
Aquapoint 3
Oversink

Undersink systems can be installed
unsupported on the floor if required.

Nominal
capacity
(litres)

ErP
rating

2

5

A

256 x 260 x 376

2

10

A

350 x 265 x 480

AP3/15/OB

2

15

A

350 x 310 x 480

AP3/05

2

5

A

256 x 260 x 376

AP3/10

2

10

A

350 x 265 x 480

AP3/15

2

15

A

350 x 310 x 480

Product
code

Power rating
kW @ 230V

AP3/05/OB
AP3/10/OB

WxDxH
(mm)
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Features and benefits

•

ErP rating

•
•

Anti-legionella functionality to sterilise
against any water-borne legionella bacteria.

• SmartEco mode tracks usage over a
period of 7 days to learn habits and reduce
consumption of electrical energy.

Warranty
One year warranty.

•
•

Electronically controlled temperature.

Safety features

Wall-mounted for a simple and safe
hot water solution.

Manually resettable over temperature
safety cut out.

•

Suitable for a variety of applications.

Installation

Capacities

•

Wall-mounted installation that must only
be installed by a suitably qualified person.

•

All models can supply one or multiple
outlets, subject to capacity, without the
need for special taps.

30, 50, 80 and 100 litre.

Power rating
2kW @ 230V.

Heating element

Plumbing

Immersion direct heat.

Electronically controlled capillary type,
adjustable from 10°C to 75°C.

Water connections 1/2 inch BSP. Expansion
relief valve (supplied) is set at 6 bar. Should be
installed only by a suitably experienced installer
of unvented electric storage water heaters.

Water tank

Electrical

Enamelled steel.

To be wired to a double pole switched fused
spur with a minimum break capacity of 13
amps. Installation must comply with current
IEE regulations. Supplied with one metre of
pre-wired cable.

Thermostat

Case
High impact resistant white plastic.

Insulation
High efficiency polyurethane foam.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

IP rating
IP24.

K E Y F E AT U R E
ANTI-LEGIONELL A FUNCTIONALIT Y STERILISES AGAINST
A N Y WAT E R - B O R N E L E G I O N E L L A B AC T E R I A .

Zip Aquapoint 4

Class B for 30-80 litre models.
Class C for 100 litre model.

Product
code

Power rating
kW @ 230V

Nominal
capacity
(litres)

ErP rating

WxDxH
(mm)

AP430S

2

30

B

420 x 445 x 510

AP450S

2

50

B

420 x 445 x 690

AP480S

2

80

B

420 x 445 x 950

AP4100S

2

100

C

420 x 445 x 1125

Unvented water heater for
single or multiple outlets
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Features and benefits

IP rating

•
•

Heavy gauge copper tank.

IP24.

Does not require an anode. Supplied with
temperature and pressure relief valve.

ErP rating

•

External temperature control with frost
protection setting.

Warranty

•
•
•

Oversink and undersink models available.

Five year warranty on the inner container and
two year on controls.

Element ‘ON’ neon indicator.
Supplied complete with wall mounting bracket.

Class A, except for VP103UB, which is a Class B.

Safety features

•

Manually resettable over temperature
cut-out.

•

Pressure and temperature relief valve
supplied.

•
•

Expansion relief valve supplied, set at 6 bar.

Capacities
10 & 15 litre.

Power rating
2.2kW @ 230V.

Heating element
Immersion direct heat.

Plumbing

Thermostat

•
•

Water connection 1/2 inch BSP.

•

Expansion relief valve (supplied) to be
fitted in a cold water supply.

•

Should be installed only by a suitably
experienced installer of unvented electric
storage water heaters.

•

Oversink and undersink models not
interchangeable.

Capillary type, adjustable up to 80°C.

Water tank
Copper tank.

Case
High impact resistant white plastic.

Installation
Separate models available for oversink
and undersink installation.

•
•
•

All models can supply one or more outlets.

Electrical

No special taps required.

•

Oversink models are wall-hung on a
bracket (supplied).

To be wired to a double pole switched fused
spur with a minimum break capacity of 13
amps. Installation must comply with current
IEE regulations. Supplied with one metre of
pre-wired cable.

Undersink models are floor standing or
wall-hung on a bracket (supplied).

High density CFC-free polyurethane foam.

Zip Varipoint 2
Unvented water heater for
single or multiple outlets

Zip Varipoint 2
Oversink
Zip Varipoint 2
Undersink
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Pressure and temperature relief valve
(supplied) to be fitted to heater.

•

Insulation
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Frost protection setting.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Product
code

Power rating
kW @ 230V

Nominal
capacity
(litres)

ErP
rating

WxDxH
(mm)

VP103

2.2

10

A

300 x 285 x 452

VP153

2.2

15

A

300 x 285 x 452

VP103UB

2.2

10

B

300 x 285 x 452

VP153UB

2.2

15

A

300 x 285 x 452
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Features and benefits

ErP rating

•

Wide range of capacities from 90 up
to 300 litre.

Class C.

•
•

Direct and indirect models available.

•

For installation by a qualified installer in
accordance with all national and local
Building Regulations.

•

Incoloy immersion elements provide
excellent corrosion resistance.

•

Intended for floor standing only - refer
to technical data for weight when full.

•

Titanium replacement elements available
for high use applications.

•

Compact coil-in-coil exchangers provide
fast heat up and recovery times for indirect
models.

•

Multi-element options for faster heat up
on direct models.

•

High performance insulation ensures
minimum heat loss.

•

External expansion for optimum reliability,
more usable space for ease of maintenance.

•
•

High grade duplex stainless steel unvented
cylinder for long life.

No sacrificial anode.
22mm compression connections for ease
of installation.

Construction

•

Direct, indirect and solar compatible
unvented water heaters.

•

Corrosion resistant duplex stainless steel
cylinder.

•

High performance CFC free injected
polyurethane foam insulation.

•

White plastic coated steel case resistant
to scuffs and damage.

Immersion elements

•
•

Installation

Incoloy construction 1¾ inch thread.
Length 14 inch.

Nominal capacity

•

Direct and indirect units: 90, 120, 150, 180,
210, 250 and 300 litre.

•

Solar twin coil and solar direct units: 150,
180, 210, 250 and 300 litre.

Safety features

•
•

Expansion relief valve - 6 bar.

•
•
•

Tundish.

Temperature and pressure relief
valve - 90°C and 7 bar.

Pressure reducing valve - 3 bar.
Expansion vessel.

Plumbing

•

For connection to 22mm mains wholesome
water supply.

•
•

Minimum water supply 1.5 bar, 20 l/min.
Maximum water supply pressure 12 bar.

Electrical
Installation must comply with current IEE
regulations.

Warranty

•

25 year transferable cylinder warranty
(conditions apply).

•

Two year on all other components.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Zip AquaFlo 2
Unvented water heater
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AquaFlo Direct
Product
code

Nominal
capacity
(litres)

Height x
diameter
(mm)

Weight
empty
(kg)

Weight
full
(kg)

Volume
within
10oC of set
temp (L)

Heat
up 3kW
(mins)

Heat
up 6kW
(mins)

Heat
up 9kW
(mins)

Boost
reheat
(mins)

Low level
immersion
elements

High level
immersion
elements

ErP rating

AF3090

90

767 x 545

21

111

73

76

-

-

-

1

0

C

AF3120

120

955 x 545

26

146

102

103

-

-

58

1

1

C

AF3150

150

1142 x 545

33

183

133

134

-

-

72

1

1

C

AF3180

180

1330 x 545

38

218

163

164

-

-

82

1

1

C

AF3210

210

1518 x 545

41

251

194

203

-

-

96

1

1

C

AF3250

250

1768 x 545

46

296

236

248

-

-

117

1

1

C

AF3300

300

2041 x 545

55

355

288

323

-

-

145

1

1

C

AF3150S*

150

1142 x 545

33

183

133

134

73

57

72**

3 or 2

0 or 1

C

AF3180S*

180

1330 x 545

38

218

163

164

88

67

82**

3 or 2

0 or 1

C

80

96**

3 or 2

0 or 1

C

AF3210S*

210

1518 x 545

41

251

194

203

108

AF3250S*

250

1768 x 545

46

296

236

248

130

95

117**

3 or 2

0 or 1

C

AF3300S*

300

2041 x 545

55

355

288

323

168

120

145**

3 or 2

0 or 1

C

AquaFlo Indirect
Product
code

Nominal
capacity
(litres)

Height x
diameter
(mm)

Weight
when
empty
(kg)

Weight
full
(kg)

Volume
within
10oC of set
temp (L)

Prim. coil
rating
(kW)

Recovery
(mins)

Boost
reheat (mins)

Low level
immersion
elements

High level
immersion
elements

ErP rating

AF4090

90

767 x 545

23

111

74

15.73

12

-

1

0

C

AF4120

120

955 x 545

30

148

105

15.63

16

-

1

0

C

AF4150

150

1142 x 545

38

186

132

16.33

17

-

1

0

C

AF4180

180

1330 x 545

42

220

160

15.90

20

-

1

0

C

AF4210

210

1518 x 545

45

253

188

18.15

22

-

1

0

C

AF4250

250

1768 x 545

51

299

232

17.80

25

117

1

1

C

AF4300

300

2041 x 545

60

357

285

19.55

34

145

1

1

C

* Supplied with three elements and four bosses - three at low level and one at high level. Additional
elements are available for the fourth boss.
** If using high level element.
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AquaFlo Solar Compatible
Product
code

Nominal
capacity
(litres)

Height x
diameter
(mm)

Weight
empty
(kg)

Weight
(kg)

Volume
within
10oC of set
temp (L)

Prim. coil
rating
(kW)

Solar heat
exchanger
(kW)

Solar
capacity
(litres)

Recovery
solar
(mins)

Boost
reheat
(mins)

Low level
immersion
elements

High level
immersion
elements

ErP rating

Solar Twin Coil

Solar Twin Coil
AF5150

150

1142 x 545

40

187

132

17.49

16.33

50

25

12**

0

1

C

AF5180

180

1330 x 545

45

222

160

18.85

15.90

60

26*

15**

0

1

C

AF5210

210

1518 x 545

48

255

188

17.18

17.50

70

31*

16**

0

1

C

AF5250

250

1768 x 545

53

300

232

19.00

17.80

90

33*

20

0

1

C

AF5300

300

2041 x 545

63

359

285

20.87

19.35

100

41*

25**

0

1

C

72

1

1

C

Solar Direct

Solar Direct
-

16.35

50

25*

160

-

15.90

60

26*

82

1

1

C

188

-

17.50

70

31*

96

1

1

C

299

232

-

17.80

90

33*

117

1

1

C

358

285

-

19.35

100

41*

145

1

1

C

AF6150

150

1142 x 545

38

186

132

AF6180

180

1330 x 545

42

220

AF6210

210

1518 x 545

45

253

AF6250

250

1768 x 545

51

AF6300

300

2041 x 545

60

Actual performance when installed will vary considerably dependent on the rate of solar primary
or other renewable input, number of panels, etc.
* Reheat times based on BS12897 parameters with an 80°C flow at 15 l/min.
** Using indirect heat exchanger.
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Zip water heaters

Selecting accessories
Please use the diagram below to help you with
unvented accessory selection. Please note that it
only applies to products 15 litres and under.
Diagram A
Inlet pressure less than 4 bar and expanded hot water can be
accommodated in the pipe work.

Expansion
relief valve

Nearest cold
water draw off

Will the pipework accommodate expanded water without
hot water entering any supply pipe connected to a cold
water draw-off? (See diagram A on the opposite page and
note minimum pipe lengths). If expansion in the cold water
main is restricted, e.g. by a valve or meter, an expansion
vessel and other relevant accessories must be fitted.

Yes

No
Cold water supply

Hot

Cold
Service valve

Aquapoint
or
Varipoint

Is reverse flow prevented,
e.g by a valve or meter?

Yes

To drain

No

Length 'X'

Minimum length of pipe - Length 'A'
Capacity

15mm pipe

20mm pipe

5 litre

1.2m

0.6m

10 litre

2.7m

1.2m

15 litre

4.2m

1.8m

109 / Zip unvented water heaters accessories

Is the main pressure
4.0 bar or less?

Is the main pressure
4.0 bar or less?

No

Yes

No

Yes

Fit AQ2
+ AQ3

AQ2

Fit AQ2
+ AQ3

Not
required
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Zip water heaters

Zip unvented water
heater accessories

AQ2
Expansion vessel and check valve
3.5 bar. Suitable for 5, 10 and 15 litre models only.

AQ3
Combined pressure reducer
and line strainer
Set at 3.5 bar.

AQ1
Pressure and temperature
relief valve

AQ4
Thermostatic blending valve
(TMV2 & TMV3 rated)

Provides additional levels of safety. Set at 7 bar
and 90°C. Note: Varipoint supplied with AQ1,
order AQ1 separately for use with Aquapoint.

Thermostatic blending valve
complete with two check valves
(set temperature range 30°C to 65°C).
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Zip vented
water heaters
Why Zip vented water heating?
Ideal for localised use, the Zip Tudor 4 is a vented
water heater for single point of use. The heater
offers many benefits, including:
Options for oversink and undersink models
Externally adjustable temperature control with frost protection
5 or 10 litre capacity
CFC-free insulation
ErP rating - Class A

114
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Zip water heaters

Features and benefits

Insulation

•
•

Vented heater for single point of use.

Moulded CFC-free polystyrene.

Externally adjustable temperature control
with frost protection.

IP rating

•
•

Manually resettable cut-out.

•

Undersink models for connection
to Zip vented tapware only.

Warranty

•

Supplied with one metre of
pre-wired cable.

Installation

•
•

CFC-free insulation.

•
•

Neon element ‘ON’ indicator light.

Plumbing

Choice of 5 and 10 litre capacities.

•

Can be connected to a rising main or to
a cistern with a minimum working head
of 3 metres.

•

Oversink models are supplied with
a 300mm open outlet spout and
control valve.

•

Undersink models must only be connected
to Zip vented taps.

•

Oversink and undersink models are not
interchangeable.

Oversink models supplied with spout
and valve.

IP24.

ErP rating
Class A.

One year warranty.

Supplies hot water to a single outlet using
spout or Zip vented taps. No need for
expansion vessel or expansion relief valve.
Screws and wall fixings provided.

Impact resistant, easy clean white
plastic casing.

Power rating
2kW @ 230V.

Heating element
Immersion direct heat.

Thermostat
Capillary type, adjustable from 9°C to 75°C.

Water tank
Polypropylene.

Safety features

Electrical

•
•

Open vented non-pressurised system.

•

Manually resettable over-temperature
safety cut-out.

Heater protected against freezing while
the power is switched on.

Case
High impact resistant plastic.

Zip Tudor 4
Oversink or undersink vented water heater
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Zip Tudor 4
Oversink
Zip Tudor 4
Undersink

To be wired to a double pole switched fused
spur with a minimum break capacity of 13
amp. Installation must comply with current
IEE regulations.

For general installation and
specification details please visit
specify.zipwater.co.uk

Product
code

Power
rating kW
@ 230V

Nominal
capacity
(litres)

ErP rating

WxDxH
(mm)

T4OB5

2

5

A

255 x 215 x 390

T4OB10

2

10

A

310 x 265 x 440

T4UB5

2

5

A

255 x 215 x 390

T4UB10

2

10

A

310 x 265 x 440
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Zip water heaters
typical applications
Application (up to)

Suggested Zip products

Single hand-wash

ES3*, ES4*, ES6*

1 basin

CEX*, AP3/05, AP3/05/OB, T40B5, T4UB5

1 sink

CEX*, DEX12*, AP3/30

2 basins

CEX*, DEX12*, AP3/10, AP3/10/OB, VP103, VP103UB

3 basins

AP3/15, AP3/15/OB, VP153, VP153UB

4 basins

AP430S

5 basins

AP450S

3 basins (heavy use) or 2 sinks

DEX*, DBX*

1 shower

DEX*, DBX*

1 bath and shower

DEX*, DBX*, AP4P0S

Bed-sit

DEX*, DBX*, AF3120,
AF4090, AP480S, AP4100S

1 bath and shower (1-2 beds)

DEX*, DBX*, AF3150, AF4120, AP4100S

1 bath and shower (3 beds)

AF3180, AF4150

1 bath and shower (4 beds)

AF3210, AF4180

1 bath and shower (5 beds)

AF3250, AF4210

1 bath and shower (6 beds)

AF3300, AF4250

Zip water heaters
general data
Useful formulae
Time to heat stored water (mins)

= litres x temp rise (°C)
kW rating x 14.3

Temperature rise with an
instantaneous water heater (°C)

= 14.3 x kW rating
litres/min flow

* These application suggestions are based upon the assumption that the incoming water supply
is at 12°C.
For further advice on product selection please call our technical department on 0345 6 005 005.
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W H Y I N S TA N TA?

Why Instanta?
Founded in 1957, Instanta have spent over 60
years crafting and perfecting their range of
high-quality, durable and efficient beverage
and catering equipment. Their products are the
first choice for thousands of customers whose
businesses demand reliability and British
manufacturing at its best.

�

Innovation
All products are continuously updated to incorporate stateof-the-art electronics with features like the ECO mode and
seven day programmable timer.

�

British-made
As a long-established brand, Instanta have been making
boilers at their Southport factory since 1957 and source a
large percentage of materials and components from within
the UK.

�

Customer service
Top quality equipment demands an equally top level of
service, so from day one, Instanta’s experts are there to help
customers choose the right product and get the best from it.

�

Spares online
The spare parts shop on Instanta’s website is an easy way to
find the right part quickly, with guaranteed next day delivery
on orders placed before 2.30pm.

�

Training
To help you get the best from your Instanta equipment,
we offer technical and sales training for engineers, sales
representatives and end user clients.

Here are 10 reasons why you should choose an Instanta solution:

�

�

Reliability
All Instanta products are built to last. Designed and
engineered for the commercial environment, they’re robust
and give unrivalled reliability year after year.
Quality materials
Instanta uses high-grade components, stainless steel and
custom designed micro-electronics that are the most
advanced of any comparable product.

�

Rigorous testing
Independently tested products that are approved to British
and European standards mean your Instanta products are
electrical safety compliant and show good environmental
practice.

�

Handcrafted
All products are designed and assembled at the Instanta
factory site in Southport, ensuring control of the entire
process from start to finish.

�

Experience
After 60 years as a leading manufacturer of premium water
boilers, Instanta can give customers knowledgeable advice
and support.
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INTRODUCTION

Accreditations
and approvals
WRAS
The purpose of WRAS is to contribute to the protection of public health by
preventing contamination of public water supplies and encouraging the
efficient use of water. This is done by promoting and facilitating compliance
with the Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations and Byelaws in Scotland,
which is why at Instanta we believe it's an important accreditation to hold.
CE
All Instanta systems have been fully tested and comply with EU safety, health
and environmental requirements.
ISO14001 Environmental Management
Instanta systems operate using an effective environmental management
system. This standard provides reassurance that the environmental
impact of our products and our manufacturing operation is measured and
constantly improved.

5 / Accreditations and approvals
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Instanta SureFlow
Counter Top Boilers
Cafes, bars, restaurants, arenas and many
other catering and commercial facilities rely
on hot and cold water on tap and on demand.
That’s why so many choose the premium
quality solutions offered by Instanta.
The wide range of SureFlow Counter Top Boilers
can be placed on any flat counter top, allowing
instant access to high-quality water, wherever you
need it most.

Technology
Early warning diagnostics
LED lights or read outs to make sure your boiler is always 		
performing to the highest standard.
Tank-baffle plates
Featuring a unique design to aid heat recovery and reduce 		
steam emissions into the atmosphere.
Locking system
On the SureFlow Plus Touch Counter Top, perfect for high 		
security users or where health and safety is a concern.

Instanta

Features and benefits
Counter top design
Allowing instant access to high-quality boiling hot water.
Adjustable water temperature
With the boiling point factory set to operate at 96°C for 		
optimum results.
Choice of controls
With models for single or twin-taps or simple push and hold
dispense buttons.
Dual safety protection
Boil dry and overfill protection.
Energy efficient technology
Including long-life incoloy elements and insulation for 		
minimal heat loss.
Early warning diagnostics
To make sure your boiler is always performing to the
highest standard.
Functions
The Instanta range of SureFlow Counter Top Boilers offer filtered
boiling and chilled water from a range of models in varying
capacities and sizes. Please see the full product range for more
information.
Warranty
Two year warranty.

Triple action filtration
To remove sediment and impurities such as chlorine and 		
limescale build-up, suitable for all water types.
Cuts down on water wastage
Every drop of water is dispensed at the set temperature.
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Instanta SureFlow
Counter Top Compact
Boiling water from a compact unit
Features and benefits

Installation

•
•
•
•

Designed for locations with limited space.

Easy to install on a stable worktop.

High quality, heavy duty draw-off tap.

Construction

Stainless steel drip tray included.

•

Brushed stainless steel case.

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

•

Low voltage switching.

•

Two safety cut-outs.

•

Well insulated for minimal heat loss
and energy use.

•
•
•

Easy install, service and cleaning access.
Basic fault self-diagnosis.
Long-life incoloy elements.

Capacities

Plumbing

3 & 5 litre.

Factory set to operate at 96°C.

Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply using the 1.5 metre (3/4”
BSP) hose supplied. An isolating valve should
be installed between the supply and the
heater. Rear supply connection and choice of
rear or front overflow is available (rear option
requires kit not supplied).

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

Electrical

Power rating

•
•

3 litre: 2.25kW @ 230V.
5 litre: 3kW @ 230V.

Temperature settings

•
•

Warranty

Fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a 13 amp
moulded plug.

Two year warranty.

Product code

Capacity
(litres)

CTS3

3

15

CTS5

5

16

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

2.25

120

218 x 465 x 400

3

162

218 x 465 x 440

Heat up time Power rating
(minutes)
kW @ 230V

Model CTS3
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Instanta SureFlow
Counter Top Boiler
Automatic-fill boiling water
Features and benefits

Installation

•
•
•

High quality, heavy duty draw-off tap.

Easy to install on a stable worktop.

Stainless steel drip tray included.

Construction

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

•

Mirror finished stainless steel case.

•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

Easy install, service and cleaning access.

•

Low voltage switching.

Basic fault self-diagnosis.

•

Two safety cut-outs.

•

Well insulated for minimal heat loss and
energy use.

•
•
•
•

Long-life incoloy elements.
Complete with 1.75 metres of cable and
13 amp plug.

Plumbing

Capacities

Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply using the 1.5 metre (3/4”
BSP) hose supplied. An isolating valve should
be installed between the supply and the
heater. Rear supply connection and choice of
rear or front overflow is available (rear option
requires kit not supplied).

10 litre.

Power rating
3kW @ 230V.

Temperature settings

•
•

Factory set to operate at 96°C.
Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

Warranty

Electrical
To be connected to a 230V supply with a
suitable break capacity.

Two year warranty.

Product code

Capacity
(litres)

CTS10

10

Heat up time Power rating
(minutes)
kW @ 230V

32

3

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

168

243 x 510 x 610

Model CTS10
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Instanta SureFlow
Counter Top Filtered
Filtered boiling water
Features and benefits

Filtration

•

High quality, heavy duty draw-off tap.

•

Stainless steel drip tray included.

•

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

Triple action 3 micron filtration to remove
sediment and impurities such as chlorine. The
filter also works to reduce limescale build-up,
suitable for all water types.

•

Easy install, service and cleaning access.

Two year warranty.

•

Basic fault self-diagnosis with LCD read out.

Construction

•

Built-in multi-purpose filtration that can
be adjusted to varying water types.

Warranty

•

Brushed stainless steel case.

•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

•

Low voltage switching.

Capacities

•

Two safety cut-outs.

11, 17 & 19 litre.

•

Well insulated for minimal heat loss
and energy use.

•

Long-life incoloy elements.

Power rating

•
•

11 & 17 litre: 3kW @ 230V.

Installation

19 litre: 6kW @ 230V.

Easy to install on a stable worktop.

Plumbing

Electrical
Fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a
13 amp moulded plug.

Temperature settings

•
•

Factory set to operate at 96°C.
Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply using the 1.5 metre (3/4”
BSP) hose supplied. An isolating valve should
be installed between the supply and the
heater. Rear supply connection and choice of
rear (optional additional kit) or front overflow
as standard.

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

3

162

243 x 510 x 610

42

3

162

243 x 510 x 668

21.5

6

342

243 x 510 x 668

Product code

Capacity
(litres)

Heat up time Power rating
(minutes)
kW @ 230V

CTS11F

11

32

CTS17F

17

CTS19F/6

19

Model CTS17F, CTS19F/6
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Instanta SureFlow
Counter Top Slimline
Boiling water from a slimline unit
Features and benefits

Construction

•

•

High quality brushed stainless steel case.

•

High quality stainless steel heating chamber.

Narrow width to take up minimal
counter top space.

•

Generous tap clearance for filling
taller pots.

•

Low voltage switching.

•
•
•
•

Integral filter monitor.

•

Two safety cut-outs.

High quality, heavy duty draw-off tap.

•

Well insulated for minimal heat loss and
energy use.

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

Warranty

•
•
•

Long-life incoloy elements.

Installation

Basic fault self-diagnosis with LCD read out.

Easy to install on a stable worktop.

Easy access for service and cleaning.

Plumbing

Stainless steel drip tray included.

Two year warranty.

Capacities

Rear supply connection. Designed for a direct

13 litre.

connection to a potable cold water supply
using the 1.5 metre (3/4” BSP) food quality hose

Power rating

supplied. Choice of rear (optional additional

3kW @ 230V.

kit) or front overflow/waste as standard.

Temperature settings

•
•

Electrical

Factory set to operate at 96°C.
Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

Product code

Capacity
(litres)

CTS13SL

13

Fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a 13 amp
moulded plug.

Heat up time Power rating
(minutes)
kW @ 230V

34

3

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

162

180 x 520 x 738

Model CTS13SL
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Instanta SureFlow
Touch Counter Top
Self-service boiling water
Features and benefits

Capacities

•

10 litre.

•

•
•

•

Choice of water dispense: either standard
push and hold (on demand) or, if preferred,
programmable timed dispense.
Top-up feature which allows users to
top-up the drink following a measured
dispense. The screen continues to flash
for five seconds during which the drink can
be topped up. After five seconds, it reverts
to timed dispense mode.
Quick and easy programmable measured
water delivery function.
LCD screen displays a prominent ‘caution
hot water’ safety message which flashes
whenever hot water is dispensed.
Electrical mains cord and water inlet
coupling are underneath the boiler to
provide a choice of service connections
from under counter or counter top.

Power rating
3kW @ 230V.

Construction

•

Brushed stainless steel case.

•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

•

Low voltage switching.

•

Two safety cut-outs.

•

Well insulated for minimal heat loss
and energy use.

Warranty
Two year warranty.

Installation
Easy to install on a stable worktop.

Plumbing

•

Stainless steel drip tray included.

•

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

cold water supply using the 1.5 metre (3/4”

•

Long-life incoloy elements.

be installed between the supply and the

•

Easy access for service and cleaning.

Designed for a direct connection to a potable

Temperature settings

•
•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

Capacity
(litres)

CTS10PB

10

heater. Supply connection and overflow are
situated underneath the boiler.

Electrical

Factory set to operate at 96°C.

Product code

BSP) hose supplied. An isolating valve should

Fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a 13 amp
moulded plug.

Heat up time Power rating
(minutes)
kW @ 230V

29

3

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

162

240 x 522 x 545

Model CTS10PB

17 / Instanta SureFlow Touch Counter Top
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Features and benefits

Construction

•

•

Brushed stainless steel case.

•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

•

Low voltage switching.

•

Two safety cut-outs.

•

Well insulated for minimal heat loss and
energy use.

Electronically controlled for constant
temperature.

•

Programmable down to 80°C if required.

•

Simple push and hold dispense button.

•

Energy saving ECO mode.

•

Lock-off setting using electronic key-fob.

•

Early warning LCD diagnostics.

•

Five water level sensors.

Two year warranty.

•

Stainless steel drip tray included.

Installation

•

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

Easy to install on a stable worktop.

•

Long-life incoloy elements.

3kW @ 230V.

Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply using the 1.5 metre (3/4” BSP)
hose supplied. An isolating valve should be
installed between the supply and the heater.
Rear supply connection and choice of rear or
front overflow.

Temperature settings

Electrical

•
•

Fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a 13 amp
moulded plug.

Warranty

Capacities
15 litre.

Power rating

Factory set to operate at 96°C.
Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

Plumbing

Locking system
Model CTSP15PB

The locking system is activated by touching an electronic key fob against a sensor (located
below the display panel). The boiling water dispense function can be set up in four different ways:
None/open – no lock. Simply push and hold button to dispense boiling water.
Toggle – key fob turns the dispense function on and off sequentially, as required.

Instanta SureFlow
Plus Touch
Counter Top
Self-service boiling water

19 / Instanta SureFlow Plus Touch Counter Top

Timed – boiling water dispense is available for a pre-set time (adjustable in minutes),
determining how long it can be used before locking off.
One-shot – a single drink can be dispensed before the boiling water function locks off.

Product code

Capacity
(litres)

CTSP15PB

15

Heat up time Power rating
(minutes)
kW @ 230V

32

3

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

168

260 x 465 x 608

20
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Capacities

Filtration

10, 11, 17, 19 & 27 litre.

Triple action 3 micron filtration to remove
sediment and impurities such as chlorine. The
filter also works to reduce limescale build-up,
suitable for all water types.

Power rating
Please see table.

Temperature settings

•
•

Twin tap options

Factory set to operate at 96°C.
Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

Construction

•
•
•
•
•
•

Brushed stainless steel case.

High-level tap options

Stainless steel heating chamber.

For filling cafetieres, tall jugs or high teapots.
The high-level draw-off tap(s) provide greater
clearance for taller vessels.

Low voltage switching.
Two safety cut-outs.
Adjustable filter-life monitor.

Warranty

Well insulated for minimal heat loss
and energy use.

Two year warranty.

Installation

Electrical

Model CTSP10

Instanta SureFlow Plus
Counter Top Boilers
Auto-fill boiling water
Features and benefits

•

Integral stainless steel drip tray included.

•

Programmable filter monitor from
2,000 - 19,500 litre.

•

Integral seven day programmable timer.

•

Built-in multi-purpose filtration.

•

Energy saving ECO mode.

•

•

Temperature programmable between
80°C - 98°C.

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

•

Long-life incoloy elements.

Two tier comprehensive diagnostics system.

•

Easy access for service and cleaning.

•

21 / Instanta SureFlow Plus Counter Top Boilers

For situations where large volumes are
required over a short timescale, the twin
tap design speeds up delivery and halves
serving time.

Easy to install on a stable worktop.

•

CTSP10, CTSP10H & CTSP17T models are
fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a 13
amp moulded plug.

•

CTSP11H/4, CTSP19T/6, CTSP19HT/6 &
CTSP27T/6 models are supplied with 1.6
metres of cable for connection to a 230V
supply with a suitable break capacity of
30 amps.

Plumbing
Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply using the 1.5 metre (3/4” BSP)
hose supplied. An isolating valve should be
installed between the supply and the heater.
Rear supply connection and choice of rear or
front overflow.

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

3

168

260 x 555 x 610

48

3

168

360 x 555 x 610

19

24

6

342

360 x 555 x 610

27

31

6

342

440 x 555 x 610

Product code

Capacity
(litres)

Heat up time Power rating
(minutes)
kW @ 230V

CTSP10

10

32

CTSP17T

17

CTSP19T/6
CTSP27T/6

High-level tap units

CTSP10H

10

32

3

168

260 x 555 x 705

CTSP11H/4

11

24

4

342

260 x 555 x 705

CTSP19HT/6

19

24

6

340

360 x 555 x 705
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Instanta SureFlow
Counter Top High Volume
High volume boiling water
Features and benefits

Taps

•

Integral seven day programmable timer.*

•

Energy saving ECO mode.*

•

Temperature programmable between
80°C - 98°C.

For situations where large volumes are
required over a short timescale, the twin
tap design speeds up delivery and halves
serving time.

•

Comprehensive diagnostics system.

Two year warranty.

•

Stainless steel drip tray included.*

Installation

•

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

Easy to install on a stable worktop.

•

Capacities
36, 50 & 135 litre.

Power rating
36 & 50 litre: 9kW @ 400V.
135 litre: 18kW @ 400V.

Temperature settings

•
•

Factory set to operate at 96°C.
Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

Construction

•
•

Plumbing
The 36 & 50 litre models are designed for a
direct connection to a potable cold water
supply using the 1.5 metre (3/4” BSP) hose
supplied. An isolating valve should be
installed between the supply and the heater.
Rear supply connection and choice of rear or
front overflow.

Long-life incoloy elements.
* Not available on the CTSV135T/18

•
•

Warranty

Model CTSV36T/9, CTSV50T/9

The CTSV135T/18 is designed for a direct
connection to a potable cold water supply using
the food quality hose supplied. An isolating valve
should be installed between the supply and the
heater. Rear connection and overflow. Requires
2 bar incoming water pressure.

Electrical

Brushed stainless steel case.

All models require a 400V, three
phase supply.

Stainless steel heating chamber.

Product code

Capacity
(litres)

Heat up time
(minutes)

Power rating
kW @ 400V

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

CTSV36T/9

36

23

9

500

440 x 555 x 608

CTSV50T/9

50

35

9

500

440 x 555 x 760

CTSV135T/18

135

44

18

1224

660 x 550 x 896

Model CTSV135T/18

23 / Instanta SureFlow Counter Top High Volume
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Instanta SureFlow
Counter Top Boiler Chiller
Filtered boiling and chilled water
Features and benefits

Capacities

•

Boiling temperature programmable
between 80°C - 98°C.

Boiling 28 litre, chilled 10 litre.

•

Chilled temperature programmable
between 3°C - 11°C.

3kW @ 230V.

•

Saves the cost, storage and transport
of bottled water.

R134A

•

AQ6 filter kit is included for fresh, pure
tasting water.

•

Easy to use non-drip taps.

•

Compact, reliable and long-lasting.

•

Complete with moulded plug.

•

Easy to install.

•

Stainless steel drip tray included.

•

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

•

Power rating
Refrigerant
Construction

•
•
•
•
•
•

Stainless steel heating chamber.
Low voltage switching.
Two safety cut-outs.
Mirror finish front panel.
Well insulated for minimal heat loss
and energy use.

Plumbing
Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply with a minimum pressure
of 2 bar. An isolating valve should be installed
between the supply and the heater. Rear supply

Long-life incoloy elements.

Filtration
The AQ6 filtration kit uses carbon block filters to

connection and choice of rear or front overflow.

remove impurities such as chlorine to improve

Warranty

the quality of boiling and chilled water.

Two year warranty.

Temperature settings

Installation

•

Boiling: factory set to operate at 96°C
with an adjustable boiling temperature
set-point.

Easy to install on a worktop with integral drip
tray. Should be sited in a well-ventilated area.

•

Chilled: programmable between 3°C - 11°C
(subject to ambient temperatures).

Fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a 13 amp
moulded plug.

Electrical

Product code

Capacity
(litres)

Heat up
time
(minutes)

Power
rating kW
@ 230V

Boiling
cups per hr
@ 167ml

Chilled
cups
per hr
@ 200ml

WxDxH
(mm)

CTSBC28-10

28 (boiling)
10 (chilled)

12

3

20

60 - 80

243 x 510
x 610

Model CTSBC28-10
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Brushed stainless steel case.
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Features and benefits
Save money and energy
Instanta boilers have been designed and crafted to ensure 		
greater insulation and improved heat retention properties so
that you can save money and energy.
Designed for fast boiling - saving time
Interchangeable nozzles provide slow steaming, which is 		
ideal for frothing milk for cappuccino making, or fast 		
steaming, which enables users to quickly inject heat 		
into food and drinks.
Simple to use electronic controls
Digital controls provide a greater range of options and 		
selection of settings without any confusion.

Instanta Barista Pro
Steamer Boilers

Attractive design
The Barista Pro has been designed to be attractive
and stylish so it won’t look out of place in even the most
modern establishments.

The Barista Pro range of steamer boilers offer
a cost and energy efficient alternative to older
under counter steam and water machines.
They include a high powered steam nozzle with
interchangeable heads that enable the user
to create a wide range of drinks and even heat
sauces, custard and other products.
Chosen for their intuitive controls and stylish
appearance, the Barista Pro range has proven popular
with many businesses, from cafés to restaurants.
27 / Instanta Barista Pro Steamer Boilers
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Instanta Barista Pro
Steamer Boilers
Steamer boiler
Features and benefits

Temperature settings

•
•
•
•

Advanced electronic controls.

•
•

Water delivered at 100°C.

•

20 minutes heat up time to working
temperature.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Low voltage switching on all controls.

Construction

No overflow required.

•

Stainless steel case.

Powerful 14psi operating pressure.

•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

Insulated for minimal heat loss.

•

Mirror finish front panel.

Basic fault self-diagnosis.

Warranty

Long-life incoloy elements.

One year warranty.

Large high-pressure non-drip taps.
Drip tray included.
Interchangeable steam nozzles - slow for
frothing milk and fast for instant boiling.

Power rating

•
•

Normal operating steam pressure is
between 10psi and 14psi.

Annual inspection

SW13: 3kW @ 230V

Current regulations require all pressure
vessels to be inspected annually by a
competent person.

SW13/6: 6kW @ 230V

Plumbing
Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply using the food quality
hose supplied. An isolating valve should be
installed between the supply and the heater.
Rear supply connection.

Capacities
13 litre.

Installation
Easy to install on a stable worktop.

Electrical
Fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a 13 amp
moulded plug. SW13 supplied with 1.5 metres
of cable for connection to a 230V supply with
a suitable break capacity of 30 amps.

Product code

Capacity
(litres)

Heat up time
(minutes)

Power rating
kW @ 230V

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

SW13

13

50

3

138

345 x 640 x 585

SW13/6

13

26

6

306

345 x 640 x 585

Model SW13, SW13/6
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Features and benefits
Programmable and measured water delivery
For fast and efficient service.
Sleek and stylish tap design
Perfect for customer-facing environments, without 		
cluttering worktops.
High capacity water delivery
With larger models capable of dispensing over 300 cups per hour.
Electronic temperature control
So every cup is delivered at the required temperature.

Instanta InstaTap
Under Counter
Boilers and Chillers
The sleek and specialised design of the
InstaTap serves water at the push of a
button and can be programmed to deliver a
measured amount. With the smallest unit at
just 135mm wide, the range has been designed
to fit in even the most compact of areas, or
where there is minimal under counter space.
Available in 5, 10, 15, 40 and 47 litre capacities,
the InstaTap is the perfection solution for many
commercial and retail environments, from the
smallest office to the largest arena.
31 / Instanta InstaTap Under Counter Boilers and Chillers

Quick and easy maintenance
An isolating valve should be installed between the supply 		
and machine.
Functions
The Instanta range of InstaTap Under Counter Boilers and Chillers
offer boiling and chilled water from a range of different models in
varying capacities and sizes. Please see the full product range for
more information.

Technology
Water efficient
Programmable measured water delivery means no water is wasted.
Automatic re-circulating mode
Guaranteeing the right temperature, every time.
Five water level sensors*
Helping to identify limescale build-up with a longer warning time.
AQ6 filtration
On the UCC20 to remove sediment and chlorine for fresh, 		
clean tasting water.
* Excludes UCB10 and UCC20.
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Instanta InstaTap
Under Counter Boilers
Instant boiling water
Features and benefits

Plumbing

•

Electronically controlled for constant
temperature up to 95°C.

•
•

Programmable measured water delivery.

Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply using the 1.5 metre (3/4” BSP)
food quality hose supplied. An isolating valve
should be installed between the supply and the
machine. Right-hand side water connection
and overflow.

•

Five water level sensors on 40 and
47 litre models.

Power rating

•

Energy saving modes on the 15 and 47
litre models.

•

5, 10, 15 & 40 litre: 3kW @ 230V.

•

47 litre: 4.5kW or 6.7kW @ 230V.

•

Automatic re-circulating mode to prevent
under temperature drinks (UCB40T and
UCB47 only).

Temperature settings

Top-up feature (on the UCB5, UCB10 &
UCB15 only) which allows users to
top-up the drink following a measured
dispense. The screen continues to flash
for five seconds during which the drink can
be topped up. After five seconds, it reverts
to timed dispense mode.

Capacities

•

Early warning diagnostics with LCD
read-out.

Electrical

•

All models (excluding 47 litre models):
Fitted with 1.7 metres of cable and a 13 amp
moulded plug.

•

47 litre models: Connect to a 230V supply
with a suitable break capacity of 20 amps
(if configured as a 4.5kW unit), or 30 amps
(if configured as a 6.7kW unit).

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point
between 80°C - 95°C.
5, 10, 15, 40 & 47 litre.

Construction

•

Under counter case.

•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

•

Chrome-plated aluminium tap.

Warranty
Two year warranty.

Installation
Easy to install with a font positioned on

Product
code

Capacity
(litres)

Heat up time
(minutes)

Power rating
kW @ 230V

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

UCB5 /
UCB5H

5

18

3

168

135 x 380 x 585

UCB10 /
UCB10H

10

29.5

3

168

254 x 440 x 502

UCB15 /
UCB15H

15

39.5

3

168

254 x 440 x 562

UCB40T

40

85

3

168

465 x 500 x 560

UCB47 /
UCB47H /
UCB47T

47

63 (4.5 kW) or
40 (6.7 kW)

4.5 or 6.7

252 (4.5 kW)
or 378 (6.7
kW)

465 x 500 x 560

a work surface with boiler sited below.
Adequate space around boiler is needed to
provide sufficient air flow and ventilation.

InstaTap dimensions

Diameter (mm)

Tap clearance (mm)

Height (mm)

Standard

185

150

225

High

185

250

325

33 / Instanta InstaTap Under Counter Boilers
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Instanta InstaTap
Under Counter Chiller
Instant chilled water
Features and benefits

Capacities

•

Illuminated push-button dispenser.

20 litre.

•

Stylish chrome and stainless steel font.

Power rating

•

Low voltage switching on front control.

•

Ventilation kit included for use in enclosed
cupboard spaces.

0.185kW @ 230V.

Filtration
The AQ6 filtration kit uses carbon block filters
to remove impurities such as chlorine to
improve the quality of chilled water.

•

Cooling power of 185W.

•

Chilled water at <10°C.

Warranty

•

AQ6 filtration kit to remove impurities such
as chlorine.

Two year warranty.

Installation

Performance

Easy to install with a font positioned on a work
surface with boiler sited below.

Maximum of 120 glasses per hour based on:
• 1 x 180ml drink per minute at 5°C.

•

2 x 180ml drinks per minute at 7°C.

•

First litre instantaneous at 6°C.

•

Second litre instantaneous at 9°C.

•

20 litres per hour below 10°C.

Plumbing
Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply using the 1.5 metre (3/4”
BSP) food quality hose supplied. An isolating
valve should be installed between the supply
and the heater.

Electrical

Construction

•
•

To be connected to a 230V supply using
the cable and moulded plug (fused at 5
amps) supplied.

Stainless steel case.
Chrome-plated aluminium tap.

Product
code

Capacity (litres)

Power rating kW
@ 230V

Chilled glasses
per hr @ 200ml

WxDxH
(mm)

UCC20

20

0.185

120

180 x 340 x 390

InstaTap dimensions

Diameter (mm)

Tap clearance (mm)

Height (mm)

185

150

225

35 / Instanta InstaTap Under Counter Chiller

Model UCC20
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Features and benefits
Comprehensive diagnostics system
From basic self-diagnosis to LCD screen displays and safety messages.
Space saving
Instanta’s wall mounted boilers fit neatly into compact areas 		
to save space both on worktops and under counter.
Energy saving
The wall mounted range of boilers are insulated for minimal
heat loss, with the SureFlow Plus featuring an innovative 		
energy saving ECO mode.
A wide range of capacities
Whether needed for a small office or hospitality business, 		
the wall mounted range has it covered.
Adjustable temperature control
Meaning boilers can be tailored to specific requirements.
Functions
The Instanta range of SureFlow Wall Mounted Boilers offer boiling water
from a range of different models in varying capacities. Please see the full
product range for more information.

Instanta SureFlow
Wall Mounted Boilers
Instanta’s high-performance range of wall
mounted boilers are the perfect solution
for high-volume hot drink delivery, without
taking up valuable counter top space.

37 / Instanta SureFlow Wall Mounted Boilers

Technology
Functional, energy efficient features
From the integral seven-day programmable timer to the 		
energy saving ECO mode, the wall mounted range puts 		
energy efficiency first.
Top-up feature
The SureFlow Touch allows users to top-up a drink for five 		
seconds after a measured dispense.
Safety protection
With LCD ‘caution hot water’ messaging and boil dry and
overfill protection.
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Instanta SureFlow
Wall Mounted
Instant boiling water
Features and benefits

Construction

•

Basic fault self-diagnostic system.

•

•

Large heavy duty non-drip taps.

•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

•

Mirror finished stainless steel case.

•

Low voltage switching.

•

Insulated for minimal heat loss.

•

Two safety cut outs.

•

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

Warranty

•

Long-life incoloy elements.

Installation

•

Easy access for service and cleaning.

As per instruction manual supplied.

Polished stainless steel case.

Two year warranty.

Plumbing

Capacities

Designed for a direct connection to a
potable cold water supply using the 15mm
push-fit supplied. An isolating valve should be
installed between the supply and the heater.
These wall mounted boilers have a choice of
connection through rear or from beneath and
require two bar incoming water pressure.

2.5, 5 & 10 litre.

Power rating

•

2.5 litre: 2kW @ 230V.

•

5 & 10 litre: 3kW @ 230V.

Temperature settings

•

Factory set to operate at 96°C.

Electrical

•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

To be connected to a 230V, 13 amp supply.

Heat
Power
up time rating kW
(minutes) @ 230V

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

Tap depth
(mm)

2

108

254 x 187 x 428

85

16

3

162

290 x 205 x 432

85

30

3

162

340 x 247 x 480

85

Product
code

Capacity
(litres)

WMS2

2.5

13

WMS5

5

WMS10

10

Model WMS2, WMS5, WMS10
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Instanta SureFlow
Plus Wall Mounted
Instant boiling water
Features and benefits

Construction

•

Electronic temperature control,
programmable between 80°C - 98°C.

•

Stainless steel or impact resistant
thermoplastic case.

•

Integral seven day programmable timer.
Energy saving ECO mode.

•

Comprehensive diagnostics system.

•
•
•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

•
•

Insulated for minimal heat loss.

Warranty

•

Dual safety protection against overfilling
and boil dry.

Two year warranty.

•

Easy install.

As per instruction manual supplied.

•

Long-life incoloy elements.

Low voltage switching.
Two safety cut outs.

Installation
Plumbing

Capacities

Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply using the fittings supplied.
An isolating valve should be installed between
the supply and the heater. These wall mounted
boilers have a rear connection and overflow,
requiring a 2 bar incoming water pressure.

3, 7, 15 & 25 litre.

Power rating
Please see table.

Temperature settings

•

Factory set to operate at 96°C.

Electrical

•

Adjustable boiling temperature set-point
between 80°C - 98°C.

To be connected to a 230V, 13 amp or 30 amp
(6kW) supply.

Product
code

Capacity
(litres)

Heat
Power
up time rating kW
(minutes) @ 230V

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

Tap depth
(mm)

WMSP3W

3

11

3

168

332 x 210 x 452

90

WMSP3

3

11

3

168

314 x 215 x 414

90

WMSP7W

7

20

3

168

350 x 220 x 498

90

WMSP7

7

20

3

168

320 x 225 x 456

90

WMSP15

15

31

3

168

370 x 250 x 530

90

WMSP15/6

15

16

6

342

370 x 250 x 530

90

WMSP25

25

62

3

168

410 x 304 x 596

90

WMSP25/6

25

32

6

342

410 x 304 x 596

90
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Model WMSP15, WMSP25
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Instanta SureFlow
Touch Wall Mounted
Instant boiling water
Features and benefits

Capacities

•

6 litre.

•

Choice of water dispense: either standard
push and hold (on demand) or, if preferred,
programmable timed dispense.
Top-up feature which allows users to
top-up the drink following a measured
dispense. The screen continues to flash
for five seconds during which the drink can
be topped up. After five seconds, it reverts
to timed dispense mode.

•

Quick and easy programmable measured
water delivery function.

•

LCD screen displays a prominent ‘caution
hot water’ safety message which flashes
whenever hot water is dispensed.

•
•

Premium grade stainless steel.

•

Low voltage switching.

Well insulated for minimal heat loss
and energy use.

Warranty
Two year warranty.

Installation
As per instruction manual supplied.

Plumbing

•

Electrical mains cord and water inlet
coupling are underneath the boiler to
provide a choice of service connections
from under counter or counter top.

•

Complete with fixing points in the case for
an optional bracket and spill tray.

Designed for a direct connection to a potable
cold water supply using the fittings supplied.
An isolating valve should be installed between
the supply and the heater. These wall mounted
boilers have a rear connection and overflow,
requiring a two bar incoming water pressure.

Electrical
To be connected to a 230V, 13 amp supply
(minimum cable size: 15mm2). Use of an Earth
leakage circuit breaker (ELCB) is recommended.

Temperature settings

•
•

Construction

Factory set to operate at 96°C.
Adjustable boiling temperature set-point.

Power rating

Accessories
Stainless steel drip tray available to purchase
separately, part number DBST1/KIT.

3kW @ 230V.

Product
code

Capacity
(litres)

WMS6PB

6

Power
Heat
up time rating kW
(minutes) @ 230V
18

3

Boiling cups
per hr @
167ml

WxDxH
(mm)

Tap depth
(mm)

162

340 x 260 x 478

136

Model WMS6PB

43 / Instanta SureFlow Touch Wall Mounted
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Instanta

Features and benefits
Digital display
Shows both the set and actual temperature for precise cooking.
Count-up timer
In hours and minutes for exact cooking times.
Adjustable temperature ranges
From ambient to 99°C, adjustable in 0.5°C or 0.1°C increments.
Stainless steel partition plates
Dividing the bath into separate compartments – included in
the Regeneration Bath and optional on the Culinaire Sous Vide
and Culinaire Plus Sous Vide.

Instanta Culinaire
Sous Vide
Water Baths
Instanta’s range of digital Sous Vide
water baths are simple to cook with and
remarkably time-saving – making them just
as popular with chefs at smaller, independent
establishments as they are with the fine
dining pros of the catering world.

45 / Instanta Culinaire Sous Vide Water Baths

Technology
Powerful heating system
For faster temperature recovery and heat up times to 60°C.
Low water level warning
Through LCD message and audible beep.
Unique pumped agitation system
On the Culinaire Plus Sous Vide, which keeps the 		
temperature consistent throughout the bath to produce 		
perfectly cooked food, every time.
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Instanta Culinaire
Sous Vide
Water bath
Features and benefits

Temperature settings

•

Digital display showing actual temperature.

•

From ambient to 95°C.

•

Count-up timer (hours and minutes).

•

Adjustable in 0.5°C increments.

•

Low water level warning through LCD
message and audible beep.

Construction

•

Stainless steel case.

•

Extra deep tank for larger portions.

•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

•

Temperature range: ambient to 95°C.

•

Easy draining facility (SV18 only).

Two year warranty.

•

Powerful heater for faster
temperature recovery.

Installation

Warranty

To be placed on a flat counter able to support
its full weight.

Capacities
12 & 18 litre.

Electrical

Power rating

Fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a
moulded plug.

1.6kW @ 230V.

Approximate
heat up
time to 60°C
(minutes)

WxDxH
(mm)

1.6

16

286 x 386 x 325

1.6

23

343 x 410 x 325

Recommended
Power rating
working
kW @ 230V
capacity (litres)

Product
code

Maximum
capacity

SV12

12

10

SV18

18

14.5

Model SV12, SV18

47 / Instanta Culinaire Sous Vide
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Instanta Culinaire
Plus Sous Vide
Water bath
Features and benefits

Temperature settings

•

Digital display showing actual temperature.

•

Unique agitation that pumps water around

•
•

the bath to eliminate cold spots.

•

Low water level warning through LCD

From 20°C to 99°C.
Adjustable in 0.1°C increments.

Capacities
25 & 38 litre.

message and audible beep.

Power rating

•

Extra deep tank for larger portions.

•

Five timers (including hours and minutes).

•

Heavy duty glass hinged lid.

•

Removable stainless steel rack system.

•

Optional stainless steel partitions.

•

Easy draining facility.

support its full weight.

•

Powerful heater for faster temperature
recovery.

Electrical

3kW @ 230V.

Warranty
Two year warranty.

Installation
To be placed on a flat counter able to

Fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a

Construction

moulded plug.

•

Stainless steel case.

•

Stainless steel heating chamber.

•

Glass hinge lid.

Accessories
A set of four dividers are available to
purchase separately, part number SV4P.

Product
code

Maximum
capacity
(litres)

Recommended
working
capacity (litres)

Power rating
kW @ 230V

Approximate
heat up
time to 60°C
(minutes)

WxDxH
(mm)

SVP25

25

21

3

31

375 x 465 x 415

SVP38

38

31

3

44

375 x 588 x 415

Model SVP25, SVP38

49 / Instanta Culinaire Plus Sous Vide
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Instanta
Regeneration Bath
Water bath
Features and benefits

Power rating

•

Digital display showing actual temperature.

3kW @ 230V.

•

Count-up timer (hours and minutes).

Temperature settings

•

Extra deep tank for larger portions.

•

Temperature range: 25°C to 98°C.

•
•

•

Powerful heater for faster temperature
recovery.

•

Includes set of four stainless steel partition
plates which divides the bath into five
separate compartments.

•

Low water level warning through LCD
message and audible beep.

•

Easy draining facility.

From 25°C to 98°C.
Adjustable in 0.5°C increments.

Construction

•
•

Stainless steel case.
Stainless steel heating chamber.

Warranty
Two year warranty.

Installation
To be placed on a flat counter able to support
its full weight.

Electrical

Capacities

Fitted with 1.75 metres of cable and a
moulded plug.

38 litre.

Product
code

Maximum
capacity
(litres)

Recommended
working capacity
(litres)

Power rating
kW @ 230V

Approximate
heat up
time to 60°C
(minutes)

WxDxH
(mm)

RB38

38

31

3

44

375 x 588 x 355

Model RB38

51 / Instanta Regeneration Bath
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Instanta filters
Instanta boilers and chillers are built to give
many years of trouble-free service. However,
using them in hard water areas means extra
care must be taken to prevent damage from
limescale build up.
While the boilers and chillers are designed to warn
users of limescale build up, product guarantees
exclude any issues arising from it. As a preventative
measure, Instanta provide a range of filters to suit
different levels of scale and volume of usage.

Instanta

Selecting the correct filter
Model

Application

Description

Change after
(whichever
comes first)

Compatible with

AQ4

Low usage

Limescale,
taste and odour
reducer

6 months/5,000
litres

All models

AQ6

Low usage

Taste and odour
reducer

6 months/5,000
litres

CTSBC28-10
and UCC20

AQ35/KIT

Medium/high
usage

Limescale,
taste and odour
reducer

6 months/13,500
litres

All models

AQ50/KIT

High usage

Limescale
reducer

3,800 litres @
180ppm

All models

Technical data and dimensions

AQ50 1-micron
An innovative, powerful filtration system that uses chloramine
reduction to control water quality at your fingertips. It also
removes calcium and magnesium, which reduces limescale
build up to result in lower running costs and improved energy 		
efficiency.
AQ35 3-micron
This high-flow water filter delivers quality water by removing
sediment and impurities such as chlorine. It also reduces 		
limescale build up, which results in lower running costs and
improved energy efficiency.
AQ4 5-micron
Suitable for low usage situations, these filters remove taste 		
and odours such as chlorine from the mains water while also 		
reducing limescale build up.

Model

Minimum
water
pressure
(bar)

Maximum
water
pressure
(bar)

Maximum
incoming
water
temperature
(°C)

Water
connection
(ins)

Height
(mm)

Diameter
(mm)

AQ4

2

6

35

3/4

310

50

AQ6

2

6

35

3/4

310

50

AQ35/KIT

2

7

35

Integral

223

85

AQ50/KIT

2

6.9

37.8

3/8

562

102

AQ6
These carbon block filters remove impurities such as 		
chlorine to improve the quality of chilled and boiling water.
This is included with CTSBC28-10 and UCC20.

53 / Instanta filters
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